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City short staffed 
;;,,, Ins ide -  
...... ' th i s  week 's  
TERRACE--  A local contrac- 
tor; Ben Faber, expressed the 
concern of manywhen he spoke 
to city aldermen at an informal 
meeting Monday mght.  The 
problem centers around the cur- 
rent absence of a senior building 
inspector , on the city staff and 
the difficulty this has caused the 
construction i dustry. 
" Faber told the aldermen that 
he ~vasn't trying to criticize the 
city bu~ failed to understand 
how the construction industry 
could operate under the present 
circumstances. He said that the 
city Should appoint someone, 
even if temporarily, or shut 
down the construction i dustry. 
Faber said the city is now 
without a planner and a senior 
building inspector and the con- 
struction industry is.booming. 
He said 21 residential homes are 
under construction at the pre- 
Sent ime, as well as several com- 
mercial projects, and the junior 
bui!dinginsP~t0r by his own 
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admission isn't qualified to in- 
spect commercial projects 
and even if he were, he may not 
have the time. As an example, 
Faber: d~scribed an event last 
Friday where  he applied for a 
• building permit and was told he 
would have to come back Mon- 
day because the building inspec- 
tor was too busy. 
City administrator  Bob 
Hallsor said it could take as long 
as two months before the posi- 
tion was filled; but he indicated 
the city is looking at temporary 
solutions. He said one possibili- 
ty might be  to make an arrange- 
ment with either Prince Rupert 
or Kitimat to share their senior 
inspector: According to Hallsor, 
there is no one locally that he 
knows of who is qualified for 
the job, and he told Faber that if 
he or any other contractor 
knows of anyone with qualifica- 
tions, they should give him their 
name.  
A city sP6kesman: said the 
previous, ,b~ilding~inspect~t, •" 
Gerry Llchtcnfeld~.~:.p..ut! -mTlds ~ 
m0ti6~• iii :mid,July and worked ..• 
. his last day on Aug. 2. However, 
the position wasn't advertised 
until Aug. 15. 
There was no comment as to 
the reason for the delay. 
Did you go to the Children's Festival? Amy Warner did and 
had loads of fun. Face painting was Just one of the many 
activities she found and she hopes that no one missed out 
on a fun afternoon. See story page 3. 
TERRACE - -  A three member dation is adopted, property 
Committee of the Whole owner Heinz Lehmann will be 
meeting voted unanimously to able to proceed with the sale of 
recommend to• city council that his property for commercial 
they  rescind the Heritage development and the building 
Designation bylaw covering the will most likely be destroyed. 
Provincial Police Building on Council debate on saving the 
the corner of Lakelse and building began last January 
Kalum. The bylaw protecting when Lehmann wrote to the city 
the building was adopted Dec. saying that he had someone in- 
22, 1980. Now, if the recommen- terested in the property, and they 
5OCENTS 
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Biker lucky_ 
THORNHILL " An RCMP 
spokesman says that a 16.year,~ 
old youth riding north on Old 
Lakelse Lake Road near the 
Clark St. intersection was "very 
fortunate" to escape with only 
"scrapes and bruises" when he 
was struck by a car shortly after 
6 p.m. Monday night. 
Accordingto the RCMP the 
incident occurred when the 
youth swerved in front of the 
vehicle without looking for on- 
coming traffic and the driver 
was unable to avoid the acci- 
dent. Police say the youth was 
taken to Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal for treatment and later 
released. 
RCMP remind both drivers 
and cyclists of the dangers of 
city traffic. It's only a few weeks 
before school reopen when both 
cyclists and motorists crowd the 
streets, and the old rules of the 
road for safe driving and riding 
practices still app ly -  look, 
listen and use directional and 
hand signals so others under- 
stand your intentions. 
A special warning applies to 
older cyclists. If a cyclist has a 
driver's license, he or she can be 
charged under the Motor Vehi- 
cle Act for any violation of traf- 
fic regulations and the same 
fines and penalties apply. 
C, ,mmittee recommends giving up on 
police bui-lding heritage designation, 
It would appear that the B.C. police building is doomed. A recommendation made at a Com- 
mittee of the Whole meeting last Monday night, if adopted, will allow the property owner to 
destroy the building. 
designated it as a heritage site 
with the understanding it would 
be removed from the property at 
the time of its sale. He asked 
therefore that the city either pur- 
chase the b~lding for the sum of 
$1 and move it off the property 
or remove it ,from the heritage 
roll so it could be destroyed. 
At that time, alderman Ruth 
Halleck took up the cause to 
save the building and looked for 
the required funding from a 
variety of government and com. 
mercial sources. She now says 
the effort has failed with a lack 
of local interest and with only 
one of 17. possible funding 
sources (MolsonBreweries, who 
offered $1,000) responding to 
her plea. 
Halleck thanks Molson's for 
their offer but says that it is only 
a drop in the bucket. City ad- 
ministrator Bob Hallsor has 
reported that estimates have 
been received from a local ar- 
chitect and, "The city must con- 
sider that $120,000 is required to 
preserve the heritage signifi- 
cance of this building on the ex- 
isting site or $60,000 torelocate 
the building to another site." 
Hallsor adds that he has 
spoken to representatives of the 
Terrace Regional Museum 
Society and has been told the 
L 
building doesn't fit into the log 
building theme of Heritage Park 
and the city would likely have to 
purchase property before 
relocating the building. 
• He says that when the city 
originally considered preserving 
the building~they were under the 
assumption that grant money 
could be obtained but now they 
have found that funding is "very 
difficult" to obtain. 
"Try as I might to raise the 
funds to buy or retain the 
building, through whatever 
means, that kind of drive just 
doesn't seem to be forthcoming 
from the city," says Halleck. 
Now, she says, "I  don't feel it's 
fair to hold out any longer." 
According to information 
provided by Mamie Kerby last 
fall, the original part of theex- 
isting structure was built in 1912 
by Will Little, a step-brother of 
city founder George Little. He 
built the police building after 
spending some time searching 
for gold in the Yukon and work- 
ing at various other jobs~:in 
Alberta and B.C. During his 
years in Terrace, Little also built 
several homes in the area as well 
as structures like the E.T. Ken- 
ney Hardware Store (liter called 
Johnstone andMichael Hard- 
" Continued On page~ 
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..... Hospital re 
overrun funding 
The demand for Regional 
Hospital District (RHD) "Sec- 
tion 20 (2) funds" exceeds the 
balance, and the four Northwest 
hoi;pitals who use this money to 
purchase quipment or carry out 
• .minor capital projects will have 
:to take a second look at their re- 
maining priority items. 
To date, the fund has con- 
tributed $132,464 and the 
Ministry 0f Health has paid 
$318,164 t0~,ards 11 projects in 
Kifimat, I.]azelton and Stewart. 
At the last meeting of the RHD 
board, 10 out of 13 new grant 
applications totalling $320,075 
were approved. The hospital 
district's hare of these new pro- 
=jects is $120,993 which, when 
added to the value of projects 
already completed, totals 
$253,397 leaving just under 
$200,000 in the fund. However, 
projects not yet applied for but 
agreed to by the RHD advisory 
committee total $311,499 --  
almost $112,000 in excess of the 
fund; 
orial $23,443 and Stewart Gen- 
eral $5,253. 
New projects at Mi l ls  
Memorial include/the purchase 
of a" urology table, anaesthetic 
roach!he; ~scope disinfector, in- 
tensive care monitoring system, 
.an d.eetrocardiogtaph (ECG) 
unit, a video imag~r, an air com- 
pressor to operate hospital 
equipment and the construction 
of an ultrasound room and a 
secure/area in the psychiatric 
wing. 
Of the'projects which have 
been app'roved but not yet ap- 
plied for, Mills Memorial tops 
the list with an estimated request 
of $115,500 in Section 20 (2) 
funds. Included in that list are 
an interferential unit, a new 
x-ray machine and electric doors 
for the emergency room en- 
trance. Other requests include 
$46,666 by Wrinch Memorial 
and $16,000 from Stewart Gen- 
eral. Kitimat General has no 
outstanding items. 
, .  . .  . . 
. ,  . . . '  . . - . .  
Canada has the highest percentage of house fire deaths In North America and educational 
tools like the Fire Safety House can make a difference. Artificial smoke and strobe lights 
create a realistic effect which helps children and seniors to learn how to remain calm in the 
event of a real fire. The house is fully mobile and contains a kitchen, an upstairs bedroom 
and several escape routes - -  one of which features a sturdy qollapsible aluminum ladder 
which can only be released by an Interior button near the upstairs window. This unit was 
borrowed from Prince Rupert but the Terrace McDonald's Will build one to be used locally 
as soon as they have raised the money. Northwest Community College has volunteered to  
build the house. 
Of the projects already com- 
pleted or being worked on, Transit agreement 
Kitimat General Hospital has 
been the recipient of the majori- 
ty of the funds as of July 31. renewed reluctantly 
Regional District o f  Kitimat- 
Stikine and are offered on a con- 
tract basis by COastal Bus Lines. 
B.C. Transit says the service 
• provided the transportation for 
more than 111,200 riders in 1987 
and estimates that he operation 
of the service in 1988 ~vill cost 
B.C. Transit $122,351, the City 
of Terrace $49,449, the regional 
district $27,433 and passengers 
$62,610. 
The B.C. Transit authority in- 
creased bus fares for the first 
time in two years on July 4. 
Adult fares were increased to 75 
cents for a one-zone fare and $1 
for a two-zone fare and rates for 
seniors, students and children 
were upped to 65 cents for a one- 
zone fare and 85 cents for a two- 
zone fare. 
According to B.C. Transit, 
tickets offer a saving of $1 with 
the purchase of 20 and remain 
an economical way to pay for 
transportation. By buying 20 
tickets, one-zone fares for adults 
are now $14 while seniors, 
students and children pay $12. 
Two-zone fares are $19 and $16. 
Student passes are $13 per 
month during school months 
and $20 in the summer. 
Heritage building- 
continued from page i
ware) and)he Kitselas school 
and teache}age. ! 
After a brief stay in Van- 
couver, Little returned to Ter- 
race and in his late 70's was still 
roofing houses. He passed away 
in Terrace in 1952 and his wife, 
Margaret, passed away in 1965. 
Of their remaining children, 
Margaret Casey and Grace 
Warner live in Terrace, Phyllis 
Best lives in Surrey, Mary 
Ashley-Cole lives in Edmonds, 
Washington and Ruth Larson 
lives in Lethbridge, Alberta. The 
memory of Will Little and his 
contribution to Terrace will re, 
. main in their memories long 
after  his work has i been 
destroyed. 
r i 
f 
TERRACE --  ~The regional 
district has renewed the Thorn- 
hill transit agreement with the 
B.C. Transit Authority but not 
without expressing some con- 
cern. According to director Les 
Watmough use of the service is 
less thanrequired to support it, 
but-he backed the renewal 
because he says it can't be 
withdrawn without "due  
notice" or referendum. Board 
chairman, Jack Talstra, agreed 
with Watmough, saying that the 
City of Terrace had the same 
concern. 
Local transit services are a 
partnership between B.C. Tran- 
sit, the City of Terrace and the 
Weather report 
Date HI Lo Prec. Aug.13 19 11 5.6 mm 
Aug. 8 16.5 12 3.5 mm Aug. 14 16 12 trace 
Forecast: Mixture of sun 
Aug. 10 20 12 0.6 mm and clouds with tempera- 
tures reaching the low 
Aug.11 26 9 nil 20's. Return to unsettled 
Aug.12 25 10 trace weather for the weekend. 
Kitimat had qualified for 
$103,768 while Wrinch 
Memorial Hospital had received 
$23,443 and Stewart General 
Hospital had received $5,253.33. 
An upgrading project on the 
Kitimat heating system is still 
underway and some of their 
funding depends On its comple- 
tion. 
On the list of new approvals, 
Mills Memorial Hospital receiv- 
ed  the bulk of the money, 
$318,453, while Kitimat General 
received $1,623. With these ap- 
provals, the value of funds allot- 
ted to the end of last month, in 
descending order are: Mills 
Memorial $118,9321; Kitimat 
General $104,985; Wrinch Mere- 
lan McDonald had some trouble getting started but with a 
little h.elp from his grandmother, May McFarland, he was 
off and walking in no time at all during the Terrace 
Children's Festival Sunday. 
I 
ARIES 
Mar. 2t-Apr. 19 
'FAU RUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21,June 20 
(:ANCER 
.June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-AaR. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oci. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-1)ec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
Individuality is important to you, but you must 
exercise tOlerance toward those who need aheip- 
inghand. 
An attempt to impress others has its lighter mo- 
ments. Sometimes a person can't do anything 
right. Control the emotions. 
There is much satisfaction i the prominent role 
you play in social happenings, orgroup activities. 
Team action works. 
Others are in) pressed by the energy on.put forth 
ill accomplishing goals. An anthori!y figure can 
be of great help. 
Expand and enlarge your mental scope. Don't be 
too,concerned with converting others to your 
wayofthinking. 
' i 
Seek cooperation with others in handling of joint 
assets. This is not the time to take on heavy debts. 
Compromise is necessary for smoothing out the 
' bumps in a close relationship. Is it really worth 
fighting over? 
Avoid situations where your health andwell being 
are at risk. Find plenty of work to keep your mind 
occupied. ;~ 
J~ strong desire n~ture tends to dull the senses, 
where self discipline is concerned. Consider the 
effect onothers. , : 
Work hard around the home front and keep a' ". 
congenial tmosphere. Doyour best o please the  
"boss." 
When you speak; people listen. It's an excellent 
t me to sell your thoughts and ideas to opposing 
parties. 
Your desire to accumulate holdings is strofig. 
While it feeds your ego, it could also be foolish 
waste. 
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Another fun-filled success for Children's Festival 
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The Children's Festival held in George Little Memorial Park last Sunday offered a wide 
variety of fun things to do. They all attracted a continuous stream of children and adults 
and this parachute game was no exception --  it was used continuously throughout the 
afternoon: 
Volunteers do it again 
The fifth annual Children's 
Festival held in George Little 
Memorial Park last Sunday was 
a hit - -  it was an afternoon of 
smiles, laughter and music. The 
annual event, organized 'by 
volunteers from the Terrace 
Children's Festival Committee, 
keeps getting bigger and better 
every year and this year's event 
was no exception. 
Helium filled balloons, soap 
bubbles blowing in the wind and 
games like the "parachute" or 
the Credit Union's fish pond, 
entertained ozens of children 
simultaneously. Others showed 
their creativity by making 
outrageous hats or dressing up 
in clothes of all descriptions. 
The more artistic at heart left 
their print on the foot mural, 
became more impish or regal 
after a face painting session or 
busied their hands at crafts like 
many creative youngsters were 
able to show their talent in the 
cardboard village or carpentry 
booth while the more daring 
built and "walked" on stilts. 
For the younger set there were 
bike-trailer rides around the 
park. 
The Performing Arts Shell 
was a focal point during the 
afternoon with performances by 
Terrace Little Theatre, lverson 
and Friends, Kathl¢¢n Palm, 
Barb and Dave Hickey and a 
real fun event, the Stilt Parade, 
which was followed by Peter 
Braganza orchestrat ing the 
family dance. 
Last but not least, the  
volunteer concession added a 
most important element, par- 
ticularly for the children ~ 
treats. All in all, it was a great 
afternoon which left everyone 
waiting in anticipation for next 
year's event. clay molding or origami. Also, 
Regional district opposes ICBC sale 
TERRACE - -  The Regional corporation in Toronto", is "I 've complained as much about a viable alternative to govern- have to form their own insur- 
District of Kitimat-Stikine has 
expressed its disapproval of the 
privatization of the Insurance 
Corporation of British Colum- 
bia by writing a letter to'Premier 
Bill Vander Zalm asking for a 
stop to any changes in its struc- 
ture or ownership. According to 
director Les Watmough,whoTe- 
ceived the unanimous support of 
the board, the idea of priva- 
tization is based on a campaign 
by the Insurance Bureau of 
Canada who point out "how 
much better things are in the rest 
of the world" and therefore, if
sold, "ICBC will be better". 
Watmough says he has done 
"some research" and found that 
Robbie Sherrell, an American 
who became the chairman of 
ICBC then resigned and is now 
working for a "large insurance 
spending "millions" on adver- 
tising to promote private in- 
surance in B.C. However, if suc- 
cessful, "This will • be paid 
through premiums," says Wat- 
mough. 
It would appear that ICBC is 
also concerned about Sherrell's 
takeover bid on behalf of the 
"B.C. Auto Insurance Task 
Force"..r In an  open letter to the 
mayors of B.C. dated July 7, 
1988, ICBC spokesman Brian 
Canton writes that ICBC has 
monitored the situation and 
found that the majority of 
media editorials across the pro- 
vince have "rejected this 
takeover bid from eastern 
Canada". 
As an example, he quotes 
Jack Webster from a June 14th 
CKNW broadcast as saying, 
Hal liwell residents happy 
bu: still have concerns 
TERRACE-  Halliwell Ave. Halliwell/Thomas intersection 
. . . . . . . . .  resident Ben Faber is both happy 
and_concerned now that the 
western • portion of Halliwell has 
been paved. Faber has lived on 
Halliwell for 10 years and after 
seven years "eating dust" while 
lobbying for pavement he calls 
the new road surface a dream 
come true -- but also points out 
that it has resulted in higher 
speeds and an increase in motor 
vehicle accidents. 
Faber offers a "friendly 
reminder" for those that have a 
',heavy foot": "The shoulders 
are soft and the ditches are 
deep." Four feet deep in places, 
he says, making a mishap where 
a driver goes off the road far 
more eventful than it was in the 
past. 
In an informal meeting with 
city aldermen, Faber suggested 
that the RCMP presence in the 
area be increased and alderman 
Ruth Hallock agreed, saying 
therQ.were two motor vehicle ac- 
cidentsl on the stretch of pave- 
ment only last weekend. 
Faber also pointed out that 
the post office mail boxes are 
on ly  a few feet from the 
ICBC as anybody else. But I 
think, by and large, ICBC is 
probably the best insurance plan 
in this entire country." He also 
quotes Dave Bakes, president of 
the Insurance Brokers Associa- 
tion of B.C., who on June l0 on 
Nanaimo radio station CHUB 
stated, "Little wonder eastern- 
based insurers wish to take over 
our mot0rvehic le insurance 
System h~e~e, because it is the 
best in the country." 
Watm0ughsays hewas unable 
to get quotes on premiums for 
municipal equipment from 
Alberta insurance companies 
and therefore couldn't deter- 
mine that ICBC was actually 23 
percent cheaper as has been 
stated. He suggests however that 
a 20 percent increase in ICBC 
rates earlier this year was design' 
ed to make private companies 
more competitive and therefore 
- '  
ment controlled insurance. 
But, "Research brought home 
to-me what insurance used to 
be," says Watmough. "Remem- 
ber the hassle prior to ICBC? 
First they asked you to get three 
quotes, do all your own leg 
work, then bring back the 
estimates and three or four 
weeks later - -  it may be settled. 
It's a drastic difference," he 
says. He also reminded the 
board of the divisions of the 
private insurance system such as 
higher rates for the under 25 
year old driver, the right to 
refuse insurance to certain peo- 
ple or in specific areas, and bet- 
ter rates to "preferred" drivers. 
Watmough says that heis con- 
cerned that any changes to ICBC 
will not be for the better and 
suggests hat if private insurance 
were to return to B.C., regional 
districts and municipalities may 
ance company as they.already 
have with liability insurance, in 
order to cope with the cost. 
Director John LeSage backed 
Watmough's .statements hy 
pointing out that private insur- 
ance companies have to make a 
profit but ICBC only has to 
break even. "And no business 
people are going to come in on 
that basis," he says. 
Body found 
After Usk resident Victor 
Woronchuk, 75, was reported 
missing on Aug. 8, Terrace 
RCMP found a body in a 
forested area near his cabin. The 
cause of death hasn't been deter- 
mined and the body hasn't yet 
been positively identif ied. 
However, the RCMP say ,that 
foul play is not suspected. 
City of Terrace 
and should be moved at least 150 
feet west. He says the proximity 
of the mail boxes to the intersec: 
tion has caused numerous ac- 
cidents. Another suggestion of- 
fered by Faber was a four-way 
stop at the intersection for add- 
ed safety. This idea was already 
on the agenda of a Public Works 
Committee meeting held last 
night and their recommendation 
will go to council next Monday. 
But as far as the pavement is
concerned, Faber says he ap- 
preciates the efforts of everyone 
who made the project a reality. 
He says, "Halliwell is now a 
street one can finally be proud 
of. We can all enjoy driving 
down Halliwell now without 
fearing being swallowed up in 
the dust and I can sit in my home 
and enjoy watching the traffic 
without clouds of dust billowing 
our way." 
Alderman Ruth Hallock says 
the project is almost complete 
and public works crews are ad- 
ding the final touch by building 
up driveway entrances to the 
level of the new surface, 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO PROCEED WITH 
A LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME 
Notice is hereby given pursuant to SectiOn 656 of the Municipal Act that Council of the 
City of Terrace intends to proceed with the construction of certain works hereinafter 
described as a Local Improvement under the Initiatives Plan. 
General Oescdption of the Work 
Shaping and compacting the existing road bed, adding a 6" layer of crush, installing 
partial drivewaY culvertlng and pave asphalt 2.5" thick x 24' wide x 237.64' long. 
TOTAL TAXABLE COMMUTED COST PER FOOT 
COST FRONTAGE COST 20 YRS./10 YRS. 
BRAUN STREET 
AGAR AVENUETO THE 
NORTHWEST CORNER 
OF HAUGLAND AVENUE 
$9,401.04 475.28 ft. $19.78 $2.65 $3.50 
Further notice is hereby given that a copy Of this notice has been mailed to the owner(s) 
of the parcels of land liable to be specially charged for the cost of said works, and 
unless within one (1) month of the date of the publication of this notice, a majority of the 
owners representing at least one half of the value of the parcels which are liable to be 
specially charged, petition the Council of the City of Terrace not to proceed with it, the 
work may be undertaken as a Local Improvement. 
Petitions shall be lodged with the Clerk,Administrator, and shall be deemed to be 
presented to the Council when so lodged, of which every owner of a parcel of land liable 
to be specially • charged under these Programmes is liable to take notice and be govern- 
ed accordingly, 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator, 
CITY OF TERRACE 
, ,  t : . -  
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Waste: it's now or later 
It doesn't ake extraordinary intuition or exceptional 
skills to forecast that Terrace and the .surrounding 
area will eventually run into a trash d~sposal problem. 
The only question is when ~t will happen. 
There is no question, however, that it will be easier 
and less expensive to deal with if there is some ad- 
vance planning done about solid waste disposal. The 
current municipal and regional district landfills can 
continue accepting our debris for quite a while, and at 
first glance there is so much unoccupied and unused 
land in this vicinity that one could conclude the solu- 
tion is to simply keep moving the dump site around. 
A detailed examination i dicates otherwise. Land- 
fills can only be located in areas that fulfill certain 
very specific criteria, and in an area with heavy annual 
precipitation, a lot of surface water unning around 
and widely varying soil permeability, site selection is a 
major headache. 
The B.C. Ministry of Environment, led by Prince 
George South MLA Bruce Strachan, has taken some 
commendable and progressive steps to deal with a 
variety of impending trash problems in the province. 
First came the Special Waste Advisory Committee 
with a comprehensive plan to deal with the disposal 
and generation of hazardous garbage (a convincing 
concept hat has yet to be tested in the real world), 
and now a discussion paper has been released'and a 
task force struck to confront he more familiar prob- 
lem of the hundreds of kilograms of debris each of us 
leave in our wake annually as we consume our way 
through the good life. 
Hearings will take place throughout B.C. in the 
coming months, and if the provincial government is 
offering some sort of a cost-sharing proposition on 
solid waste disposal through a provincial network 
similar to the one being established for hazardous 
waste, then now is the time for the City of Terrace 
and the Kitimat-Stikine Regional District to start 
thinking about buying in. 
Old and forgotten? 
While paving a certain amount of our paradise is 
necessary and commendable, does the modernization 
of our city have to include turning our backs on the 
past? Let's keep one reminder of our roots, the 
former police building, close to our hearts and to our 
city center. 
Terrace Review 
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A stronger motivation 
by V ic tor ia  cor respondent  
Mark Col l ins  
One of the most frustrating 
aspects of life in B.C. in the 
S0's is having the British Col- 
umbia Government Employees 
Union conduct a strike vote 
when so few, if any, of the 
members want to strike. 
- About 800 members gathered 
in Victoria to hear union presi- 
dent John Shields speak about 
the state of their contract alks 
-- with the provincial government. 
It was a sa¢~ speech, an admis- 
sion that the negotiations had 
broken off and failed to reach 
• a new contract. They need to 
take a strike vote, Shields says, 
to get the government's atten- 
tmn.. He comparedit to hitting 
• an unresp.onsiv¢ mule between 
the eyes~tha2x4,  ~ , ,  " 
" I  don't believe m going on , 
: strike either. I f .theydo em- 
power the b~gaining commit- 
. . . .  tee; we Wili go back to the  
.....: -table,an([ do our. utmost o'get 
,a negotiated coll~tiv¢ agree- v ' t '  
• ~meht, Shields stud following 
, t.he meeting. 
If these talks were just about 
rates of l~aY they would' have 
rea~:hed'a settlement weeks ago  
but the privatization issue 
makes it much more corn- 
- . .  plicated. Improving job securi- 
ty has always.been an impor- 
tant trade union objective but 
Premier vander Zalm's govern- 
ment has decided that' public 
servants hould always be 
wondering whether this month 
will be their last one on the 
job. 
Shields says he and chief 
government negotiator Bob 
Plecas get along well so it is 
not a personality problem. 
"The problem is that he is the 
agent of the government's 
privatization plans. That's his 
role there." 
When it comes to solving this 
deadlock, Shields is not looking 
to a traditional ally like the 
B.C. Federation of Labor. He's 
counting on the management 
side of B.C. industry. 
" I  don't think with the 
private sector having suc- 
cessfully negotiated a series o f  
agreements, that the leaders of 
industry will stand by and let 
Mr. Vander Zalm drag the pro- 
vince into an industrial 
dispute," Shields said.. " I  just 
don't believe that the economy, 
private or public, wants to see 
a dispute at this point. Nor do 
I believe that the private sector 
who have been able to success- 
fully negotiate contracting out 
language will be very tolerant 
of the government bringing 
them into a strike over its in- 
tention to contract out all the 
government jobs." 
People leaving the meeting 
were very worried about being 
victims or used as pawns. 
There was a feeling of helpless- 
ness in the face of a process 
they know is wrong but are 
unable to stop. That is the kind 
of feeling• that prompts people 
to form a union. It is a much 
stronger motivation than 
fighting for an extra 25 cents 
per hour. 
One long-time government 
emp!o~;ee said he had dedicated 
his life to the greatest public 
good and achieving what's best 
for the people o f  B.C. He said 
he and his co-workers believe 
in what they aredoing. He 
described these contract alks 
as a major turning point and 
said the provincial government 
should reveal more of its plans 
so they could be carefully con- 
sidered by the public. 
:] 
BCGEU members have not 
been very popular during pre- : • " 
vious strikes .but it could be 
different his time if wide- 
spread opposition to policies of 
the Vander Zalm government . . . .  
translates into support for gov- 
ernment workers. " ':~ ~ ::" 
.... Cos t  over run ,  
The.cost of last year's airport 
.terminal upgrade exceeded the 
contracted amount  by nearly 
eight percent me©or(ling to, infor- 
mation given to the Kitimat- 
Terrace ,and District Labour 
Council by Minister of State for 
Transport, Gerry St. Germain. 
And this, says Labour Council 
business manager Paul John- 
ston, is just one more example 
of the fact that the lowest bid 
isn't always the cheape,~t, 
According to Johnston, a 
non-union company, Tender 
Construction of Surrey, won the 
contract with a low bid of 
$981,053, But "extras ' ' on  the 
job cost $77,586 bringing i the 
total cost for the federal govern, 
ment up to $L058,639. The Se- 
cond lowest bid: however, was 
submitted by Terrace H & H 
Construction and was only 
$1,025,000, says Johnston, 
Department of Transport 
public affairs officer 'Judith 
Smith says the cost overrun 
would have occurred regardless:: . . . . . .  
of who won the contract; She ex~ 
plains that the cost for: e~tras 
was due to "site cond|t~o,s'~'-il, : 
and changes were made by:the ~': 
architect after the contract: had 
been signed, i:~:, i:~.~:i :,~: 
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To the Editor; time-tested company. 
I would like to know what de- Mr. Parker, as our MLA, how 
centralization is really supposed can you justify de-centralization 
to accomplish, plans when this government 
: , Here in Terrace, the board of doesn't listen to local govern- 
the Terrace Health Care Society ment anyway? 
/ recommended that H & H We also seem to have out= 
r Builders of Terrace be awarded siders hired with sub-union 
the contract for the extension of wages, for a paltry three percent 
The TERRA CE RE VIE W ASKED: Terraceview. As everyone must difference. 
What do you think of 
..the new playground at 
E.T. Kenney School and 
what do you enjoy most. 
about it? 
Clinton Winkler 
I like the playground. I 
have something Important to 
say: some kids were going to 
make a fire under it the other  
dayl I like sliding down the 
firepoles best. 
Clyde Green 
It's good - -  it's fun. I like 
the trolly and monkey bars. 
Chris Stevens 
This is our first visit to the 
playground. I like it. It is dif- 
ferent-than an all.metal 
playground where kids can 
get banged up. It will be in- 
teresting for the children. 
Sylvia Bergman 
I like it. It is really creative. 
I don't think there is any limit 
to the imagination that a 
child can use in it. 
Jeckle Johnson 
Great - -  I like the Tarzan 
swing, monkey bars and the 
trolly. 
Nlcole and Katie Law 
I think it's good - -  some of 
i t  is b roken  a l ready .  
Although we Just moved here 
I think I'll use it quite a bit. 
i• ¸ r 
Intersection studied 
A meeting between Mills 
Memorial Hospital and city 
council has resulted in a decision 
by the city to investigate the 
possibility of  acquiring some 
land from: the hospital to 
facilitate the construction of an 
additional access lane from 
Hwy. 16 to Tetrault. 
Discussion on the intersection ~ 
centered around access to 
Tetrault by emergency vehicles 
and it was felt that the addition 
of a third lane from the Sande 
overpass to Tetrault and a larger 
turning radius at the intersection 
would al low vehicles to 
negotiate the corner safely and 
more quickly. 
know• by now, the difference 
between the lowest bid (non- 
union) and the second-lowest 
bid (union) is only three percent. 
Kermodei is an unknown quanti- 
ty with no track record, while H 
& H is a local, well-known and 
Think about that, Terrace 
business community. How much 
money •do you think will be 
spread around Terrace from this 
job? 
Gary McAvoy 
Terrace, B.C. 
Heard too many 
horror stories 
To the Fxlitor; 
Having heard too many hor- 
ror stories with respect o what 
happens, or should I say What 
doesn't happen, at Ministry of 
State economic development 
and social services committee 
meetings, I have broken my vow 
and asked to be placed on both 
boards. Taxpayers' money is 
being spent on time, effort, and 
high-priced help, and it is my 
belief that someone willing to 
ignore a 'gag order' with respect 
to the media has got to be a 
watchdog. 
Speaking of 'gag orders', W e 
saw the ultimate last month, in 
the firing of the entire B.C. 
Enterprise Corporation board 
when that Crown Corporation 
was done away with. My con- 
sciences to the hard working, 
well-intentioned members of 
that board. Their only crime was 
to speak out against what they 
believed to be wrong --  a 
freedom that is 'verboten'. 
On the question of leadership, 
it would appear that the Premier 
has adopted a philosophy of 
"do as I say, not as I do." 
Knowing full well that he was 
being investigated for' his in- 
volvement with Peter Toigo, he 
did not - -  as he would have 
demanded of his Cabinet 
Ministers - -  step down until the 
investigation was complete. 
Perhaps he was afraid of being 
hung before the results of the in- 
vestigation were known, as :~vas 
the situation in 1987 with a cer- 
tain Minister of Forests and 
Lands. 
Jack J. Kempf, MLA, 
Omineca. 
Pavement extended 
Three hundred feet of 
Graham Ave., from Kenney St. 
west, will be paved at a cost of 
$6,987. This is an extension to 
an approved project to pave 
Graham Ave. from Eby to Ken- 
ney and was requested by local 
residents. 
The area of the project exten- 
sion has three homes on the 
north side and the city's Public 
Works building on the south. 
Two of the three residents signed 
a "Petition for Upgrading and 
Paving" giving the city the two- 
thirds majority they needed to 
proceed. 
Based on frontage, and if 
funded over a 10-year period, 
the total cost to the city will be 
$6,170, while home owner Ann 
Leclerc will pay $1,230 and the 
cost to Manuel Viveiros will be 
$2,460. Graham Ave. resident 
John Michalchuk, who didn't 
sign the petition, will pay 
$1,860. 
~Mutua l  Group si,  ce 1868 
Skeena Mall. Terrace 
Ik15-2387 or drop by: 
Man. to Sat. 9:30 to 6:00 
Fri. til 9:00 
Frank Donahue 
We Provide an overv iew of Financial Needs: 
, Net Worth , Financial Goals 
Estate , Disability Needs 
Retirement , Tax Planning 
¢r Cash Flow , Objectives 
Fee: $35. Estate Plans and Financial Blueprints from $85. 
We Of fe r  compet i t ive  f inancial  Instruments 
* Life Insurance - -  Term & Cash Accumulation 
* Disability- 
* Deposits- 
Tax Plans 
Group Benefits 
~, Investment Funds --- 
General g Designed Plans 
30 day through 5 years 
Pension & Education 
Dental. Health & RRSP 
Diversifund & Stock 
~ i i /~i I~ , /  
i~,,  ~,~ '~.. 
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A tour for o 
special guests 
Commentary  Stephanle Wlebe 
So you've cleared away the 
backyard junk, pruned your 
lilac tree and loaded up the 
truck. It feels good to finally 
havethat  bothersome chore 
behind you. Before you shower 
and relax, you must rid yourself 
of the garbage. You drive up to 
the dump site, you notice 
numerous vehicles and hordes of 
people milling about the heaps 
of rubbish. They're blocking ac- 
cess to the main dumping area, 
so there's no place to back in the 
truck. You pull over to the side 
and carry your yard debris 
through the crowd. 
Suddenly, the people chatter 
excitedly, pointing fingers and 
clicking careers. Gee, it's just 
garbage, you say to yourself. A 
long bus drives into the parking 
area, and twenty more bodies 
join the audience. These people 
are speaking a foreign language, 
German perhaps. They step over 
your trash, aiming cameras 
beyond. You push your way 
B.I.T.E. 
expands 
through the mob and catch sight 
of the star attractzon. A black 
bear is lumbering through the 
discards, while a man with a 
video camera follows intently. 
You shake your head and leave. 
This is Terrace's garbage 
dump, a popular spot to unload 
refuse and view the wildlife. On- 
ly in Terrace can you go to dump 
your garbage and end up smiling 
in a Swiss family's photo album. 
Do you suppose we're listed in 
a European brochure? "Visit 
British Columbia, Canada! 
Tour Vancouver's Expo site, 
Whistler Ski Resort, historic 
BarkerviUe and K'san Village, 
and Terrace garbage dump[" 
Many of us locals laugh at the 
idea of "touring the dump", but 
where do we take our honored 
out-of-town guests? To the 
dump, of course! 
I can just see the day when a 
shrewd entrepreneur sets up the 
soft drink stand next to the 
center trash heap, and another 
vender displays souvenir plastic 
Kermode bears atop a plastic 
garbage pile. They'll be selling 
T-shirts that say, " I  Survived 
the Terrace Dump", and for 50 
cents tourists could keep one 
piece of garbage. 
Before long, the dump will 
become "the" place to go, only 
for Terrace's elite visitors. 
Those of us with no clout will 
have to dump our garbage lse- 
where. They may even segregate 
the dump into "classy" garbage 
and "trashy" garbage. It will 
become a social coup to get into 
the good side of the dump. (It'll 
all depend on who you know.) I 
won't know what to wear! All 
because of a few tour buses and 
sightseers. 
Sigh. I 'm glad the tourist season 
is almost over. 
Learning 
from 
Parmar 
Darshan Parmar will turn 65 
on November 5, but through a 
mutual agreement with the city, 
his retirement date has been ex- 
tended to May 15, 1989. Parks 
and. Facilities Manager Dale 
McFadden says that Parmar is 
still more than capable of doing 
"inside work" and the extension 
will allow a smoother transition 
of job related duties when he 
leaves. 
According to McFadden, 
about 50 percent, of the arena 
staff are new and the extension 
will allow them to learn from 
Parmar's many years of dedi- 
cated service to the city. 
SHE'S NOT 
BREATHING. 
Every second counts. Do 
you know exactly what to 
do? Learn about water 
safety at the Red Cross 
and be ready, 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege's Terrace campus will see a 
new director of their Business 
and Industry Training and 
Education (BITE) program. 
Joan Conklin of Vancouver will 
start this fall. The BITE pro- 
gram will also be gaining the ex- 
pertise of an Industry Liaison 
Officer this coming term. A 
$64,000 grant supplied by the 
federal government and chan- 
neled through the province made 
the one-year project possible. 
The Liaison Officer will consult 
with local businesses and in- 
dustry and with Canada Em- 
ployment to help the College de- 
sign training programs to meet 
their requirements. 
The NWCC board saw some 
changes, as AI Brockley from 
Masset on the Queen Charlotte 
Islands joined them August 6. 
Formerly the Commanding Of- 
ficer at the armed forces base 
and then administrator for the 
town of Masset, Brockley had 
previously served with the board 
from 1982 to 1984. 
Elmer Derrick of Kitwancool 
resigned because of his recent 
appointment as regional devel- 
opment liaison officer with the 
North Coast Development Re- 
gion. He had been with the Col- 
lege board since January of this 
year. 
AlSo at their recent board 
meeting, funding requests were 
made to expand some courses. 
The College hopes to obtain 
more provingial financial sup- 
port for a Tourism Hospitality 
course in the region, as well as 
Adult Basic Education in 
Aiyansh, a second stream of 
Business Careers at the new 
Prince Rupert campus, Forest 
• Technology at Hazelton, and the 
second year of their Human Ser- 
vices Worker course here in Ter- 
i ' ace ,  : " 
At a recent council meeting, Mayor Jack Talstra offered an engraved pen set and best 
wishes for the future to fireman Bill Benzer. Benzer has worked for the Terrace Fire Depart- 
ment for the past 24 years and retired from his position as Captain on June 30 at the age of 
55. He Joined as a volunteer fireflghter on March 10, 1964, and was promoted to-the rank of 
Second Lieutenant with full pay in June, 1974. He was promoted to the rank of Captain in 
April, 1981. Benzer will remain on the volunteer list but will now be able to devote more time 
to his work as a Dental Technician. Pictured above (leftto right) are Mayor Jack Talstra, Bill 
Benzer and his wife Sybil, who was presented with a bouquet. 
Huhn tries for PNE crown 
Laura Huhn 
Laura Huhn, Miss Terrace 
1988, will be.leaving for Van- 
couver on Saturday to go for the 
Miss Pacific National Exhibition 
title. The PNE sponsors the Ter- 
race representative, paying for  
her room, meals and airfare. 
The contestants " will go 
throughout the city to theatres, 
museums, and malls, and be 
judged constantly on how we 
represent ourselves and dress," 
she explained. Then there will be 
an  on-stage presentation with 
choreographed dance and: 
modeling. 
"I'l l be in Vancouver until the 
24th, unless I win. Then I'd stay 
unti! September 5and relocate 
th'ere for ~ year." The PNE win -~ 
ner travels throughout the pro- 
vince and Canada representing 
B.C., and receives a free car for 
"a year. Winning the PNE com- 
petition may also mean the 
20-year-old would vie for the 
crown at the Miss Canada 
Pageant. 
How has the first month of 
being Miss Terrace been? "It,s 
great. I 'm very proud to be able 
to represent Terrace. It's not 
easy, it's a challenge," Huhn 
said. And she said she ap- 
pieciates the fact that her co- 
workers and employer at the 
Furniture Barn have been really 
cooperative and supportive of 
her, as she fulfills her respon- 
sibilities as Miss Terrace, 
I f  you wish to announce •: 
the birth of YOUR baby, please fill out the. 
available in the maternity ward at Mills Mere 
Hospital. We will pick up your forms every 
TRUDEAU --  Eu.gene and Ruth are pleased to announce 
the birth of Levi John Trudeau on Saturday, August 6, 
1988. He weighed in at 8lb. 11/= oz. 
RENEERKENS - -  Nancy • and Chris are proud to an- 
nounce the birth of their new baby girl, Kyla p..h..,.,.o r,n 
August 14, 1988. She weighed 7 lb. 15 oz. 
i i':'.,~ .: Member  o f  AFS  Wire Service 
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ng volatile chem cals in mother s milk 
mentary 
• ,¢  
by Jorma Jyrkkanen 
. This is a lmost • the per.feet crime,• except fo r  
one thing: the magnitude of the numbers of car- 
cinogens. NO judge or jury would dismiss this as 
trivial. 
There was once a place where 
a child could find love, comfort, 
warmth, protection and nourish- 
ment. It was the mother's 
breast. It' was probably the 
safest place a child could be. 
To get to the child, a predator 
would have to get by a large, 
well-armed protective father, 
king of beasts, and an even more 
aggressive mother, when she is 
defending her child. 
Yet, like a microbe, there is an 
invisible threat hat sneaks past 
all of these once formidable 
defenses in today's chemical 
world -- it is the insidious con- 
taminants hat have been allow- 
ed to go into the environment by 
those that care little for the 
health of our children~ 
Today that same breast is a 
toxic waste repository, where an 
unwitting drink can find 
numerous alien chemicals, many 
pesticides, many of which are 
cancer causing in mammals, to 
which group human beings be- 
long also, entering the trusting 
and helpless child's yet undevel- 
oped body. 
In a review published in 
Residue Reviews, Volume 89, 
author Allan Astrup Jensen 
reports on a worldwide survey.in 
an article titled "~Chemical Con- 
taminants inHuman Milk". The 
list of findings is substantial. He 
cites finding DDT, PCB's and 
over a dozen other harmful 
chemicals. 
Pellizzari et al. (1982) found 
several hundred volatile chem- 
icals in mothers' milk from four 
different areas of the U.S.A. in- 
dicating a much broader con- 
tamination than expected. 
Jensen says that "... in 
general, newborns are partic- 
ularly sensitive to toxic chem- 
icals.., because their kidneys, 
liver enzyme systems, and 
blood-brain barriers are not ful- 
ly developed." 
Because the blood-brain bar- 
rier isn't yet fullyformed, my in- 
tuition tells me that there is a 
danger of pesticide residues 
penetrating the central nervous 
system compartment of the in- 
fant and affixing themselves to
ty could be enormous depending 
on what'a person ate, what their 
occupation was, and where they 
lived, and so on. 
Pesticide residues in the total 
diet in Canada were reported by 
Harry A. McLeod et al. (1980). 
They include insecticides, fungi- 
cides, miticides and herbicides. 
It therefore appears that the 
public at large are part of a large 
hnd increasing experiment, o 
see if they and their children can 
survive multiple chemical pollu- 
tion into the future, and the 
children are, due to the relatively 
recent findings of new pesticides 
in total diet in Canada, via their 
mothers" milk, at the front line 
of the experiment. 
What seems a distinct possi- 
bility from the above worldwide 
data, is that there is an enor- 
mous number of deaths out 
there from the above pollutants, 
simply .because of the enormous 
numbers of infants being expos- 
ed. in milk, and the many years 
that they continue to be exposed 
through the dietary intake. 
It is my conviction that you 
just cannot put so many car- 
cinogens into so many hundreds 
of millions of children's bodies 
worldwide for so many years 
and not kill an  enormous 
number of them. It seems im- 
possible that we can do this with 
no effect. 
Th.ese chemicals are most like- 
ly, insidiously killing untold 
numbers of children and those 
that approve of the continuing 
contamination by  such toxins 
and know of the contamination, 
and do nothing, are responsible. 
Of course, because of the 
continued on page 23 
fatty cellsandtomyelin. , . . .  , j ~ ~  ~ ~  -~ 
Because the immune system ,~. .  
may later become sensitized to ~ e~ j 
the antigenic properties of these ~ ~ ~  _ . _ . . ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
foreign toxins, say during - 
heightened circulating pesticide - -~ l  N U M M ~ R  S A I ~  D R I V I ~  J[ levels due to a period of .severe 
malnutrition, perhaps this early 
neural contamination is paving 
the way for later attacks by the 
immune system on tissue har- 
boring similar contaminants, 
and it then punches holes in the 
blood-brain barrier to get at the 
offending pesticides hiding 
there. 
V.M. Adamovic in a report 
titled, 'Daily Pesticides Intake 
Through Food in the Population 
of Servia" reported finding 
DDT, alpha BHC, gamma-BHC 
and Dieldrin. Thus food is one 
avenue of contamination. 
H.F. Kraybill, writing in the 
Canadian Medical Association 
Journal, says that 90 percent of 
the contamination is from food. 
I:ITe~fi'mated that a~;dra'ge daily 
intake of chlorinated organic 
pesticides was .0013 mg/kg body 
weight per day in the general 
population in the period. 
1965-67. 
Meats, fish, poultry and dairy 
products were the main sources 
of persistent pesticides. Hair 
dressing, lipstick, hair lotion 
and sprays, and eye shadows 
provided 3.5 mg/person/year. 
His most important statement 
was that chlorinated organic 
pesticides have been found in all 
diet samples and all food classes 
within samples. That was in 
1965-67. Of course the variabili- 
"PSYCHIC READINGS" 
"SAMMY' will be In. town doing private 
readings, on 
AUGUST 22, 23, 24 
Sammy is well known across Canada & 
the U.S. She has her own T.V. shows & Radio 
Shows. Her readings are amazingly accurate 
and she is often booked for months in 
advance. 
To arrange your appointment please call: 
INN OF THE WEST 
:. phone 6384141 :*" : 
." . " ,$  
UP TO 
CASH BACK DIRECT FROM FORD" 
" P L U S  " 
• . , . ' -  • . 
NO COST MR CONDITIONING 
ON SELECI D MODELS: 
' s500 
CASH BACK" 
Ford Escort L/GL 
Mercury Tracer 
Ford Tempo 
Mercury Topaz 
Ford Taurus 
Mercury Sable •
Aerostar Wagon /Van 
Ford Ranger 
F0rd Bronco II 
Ford F-Series Pickup 
2 dr models 
2 dr models 
all models 
regular cab 
all modds 
s750 
CASH BACK" 
GS 
all models 
all models 
$1000 
CASH BACK" 
EXP/GT 
LS 
, . , •  • : , -4  
PLUS 
NO CO.~T AIRt 
all models 
L/GS/XRS/LS 
L/GL 
GS 
super cab XLT 
.all models aU models 
X'L / XLT Lariat 
Cash rebate offer available 
with retail purchase of any 
qualified model. You must take 
de,very from dealership prior 
to September 12,1988. 
0 
Quali~ is Job 1. 
4631 Kelth Ave., Terrace, 8.C. 
Call toll free: 
1-800-772-1128 
DL 5548 
635-4984 
, ,  . : . .  
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Cyclists are still signing up for 
this Sunday's second annual 
Skeena River Challenge bicycle 
race from Terrace to Prince 
Rupert. 
Last year's initial event at- 
tracted 48 riders, and organizers 
are hoping to double that num- 
ber by race time, Sunday at 10 
a.m. 
One of the organizers and 
winners in '87, Mike Christen- 
sen, told us prizes are still being 
lined up for several categories. 
He said the majority of entrants 
are fitness-oriented adults just 
out to see if they can do the 
100-mile route. 
The race is open to male or 
female, age 13 and up, with 
teens requiring parental permis- 
sion to take part. "About 15 to 
20 participants are expected to 
really make it a race and try to 
hit .the finish line first," 
Christensen said. 
Christensen said they do have 
insurance on the race, but 
waiver forms are still required. 
As •for the entry fee., up until 
Sunday the 14thit had cost $25 
to enter. Now that the deadline 
is past,there's an extra $5 fee to 
register and ride. 
Entry forms are available at 
Sundance Ski and Sports store 
by McDonald's. 
This Saturday night at :/:30 
p.m. there will be a spaghetti 
dinner and pre-briefing session 
at the Carpenter's Hall at Davis 
and Sparks, T-shirts will also be 
given out at that time. 
The lineup for race day is as 
follows: 
• All riders and escorts must be 
at Sundance Ski and Sport by 
8:30 a.m,, for bicycle inspection, 
Later registrations must be in 'by 
9 a .m.  
Plans call for each rider to 
bring along their own food 
which is turned in during entry 
Sunday morning. It will be 
delivered to the three check-in 
points at 25, 50 and 75 miles 
towards Rupert, on Highway 16. 
McDonald's Prince Rupert is 
manning the check stations and 
will have water and juice jugs to 
hand over to riders, along with 
riders' food. 
Bikers are pretty well left 
alone for 30 minutes before race 
time so they can stretch muscles 
! i 
theLaStentm~;utien b~kye~saSthu°~lady g:tt Ch i ld ren  registered In the Terrace Summer  P layground held at Thornhl l l  E lementary  Schoo l  
Sundance so they can take par t ,  last Fr iday were treated to a specia l  sess ion of theCanad lan  Red Cross Smal l  Craft Sa fe ty  
in the dinner and briefing sea- Program. The youngsters ,  who learned how to be safe and prevent  boat ing accidents,  a re  
sion that night, Full information p ictured here with p layground supervison Karen McConne l l  and Red Cross Instructor  R ick  
, . . . . .  . . . . .  Graham, " F r ; + . . . . .  ' ~ ~ ~ . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  . ~r = ~ 2 
:s available~ atSundance, . . . . .  : ~ : .' : ...... ' ' . . . . .  . . . .  ~ . .~ , ' . i i : :  
Bikers race to Rupert 
100 mile route 
36-hole matches. Alberta won 
by one stroke. Kim turned in the 
best individual scores for the 
par-73 course, with a pair of 
74's. Her next big tournament is 
this week in Vancouver, for the 
Canadian ladies amateur cham- 
pionships. 
The Scores are.. . . . . .  
VANCOUVER SUPER HOCKEY 
SERIES  SCORES 
Minor Peewee (12 - 13) 
Area players on B.C. Interior teams: 
Jason Waldron (Terrace), Chris k 
Rupert). 
Sat., Aug. 6 
Vancouver 3, B.C. Interior 1 
Sun., Aug. 7 
B.C. Interior 8, Van. Island 1 
Men., Aug. 8 
B.C. interior 6, Edmonton 2 
Montreal 4, B.C. Interior 2 
Tues., Aug. 9 
B.C. Interior 4, Calgary 1 
Wed. Aug., 10 
Minnesota 6, B.C. Interior 1 : ~:~,./•, : . Finning 1, Aqua Plumbing 0 (default) 
Thurs., Aug. 11 . ~. : /  Cedarland 12, Copperside 3 • L I 
B.C. Interior 5, Winnipeg 3 (Quarter.Flnal~i/: L ' .Under14DIvlslon : ' "  
i Playoff) : : :  : ; :  :: :~ Nor thern  Drugs 11, Rotary 4 Frl., Aug. 12 • : "  - " Bavarian Inn 9, Bud s Truckers 2 . . . . . . .  ' : Montreal 4, B.C. Interior 1 (B C elim nated in : • . . . .  ~-.,. , ,  n,.,.,... ~ ,!,::~i~i:~::: ~ • ' • ; . . . .  . . ' "  ~ • ' M I I U U /  /U  laF I I I~ , I I~ l l  
Semi.Finals) : -': Brady's FC 6, Braid's 2 
Major Peewee (12 - 14) Manuel's 5, Braid's 0 
Area players on B.C. Interior teams: 
Chad Wilson (Terrace), Mlkko 
(Kitimat), Mark McCoy (Pr. Rupert) 
Sat., Aug. 6 
Montreal 5, B.C. Interior 3 
Sun., Aug. 7 
Edmonton 7, B.C. Interior 6 
Men., Aug. 8 
Vancouver 7, B.C. Interior 5 
• TUes., Aug. S 
~ Girls Division 
Helkklla : ~:. Pizza Hut 5, Tide Lakers 2 
. . . . . .  Kinettes 1, Richards 0 (default) . .. 
" J  7"  
Fraser Valley 3, B.C. Interior 3 :We-team, double-lm~kout tourney 
Winnipeg 3, B.C. Interior I ~-- .. • 
Wed., Aug. 10 "! ; AUgUlt 6 
B.C. Interior 5, Calgary 5 :, Loggers 12, Sohooley MidgetsO 
Thurs., Aug. 11 mi ated ;n * 'Kltlmat Merchants 6, Terrace M & H 0 
Montreal 5, B.C. Interior 3 (B.C. el n • ~ Cole Petroleum 8, Truck Loggers 7 
ERRACE & D ISTRICT  MEN'S  " "  
;STBALL  LEAGUE PLAYOFFS 
Quarter.Finals) - 
Minor Bantam (14 • 1~ 
Area players on B.C. Interior Tear 
Jason Krug (Terrace) 
Sat., Aug. 6 
B.C. Interior 9, Van. Island 7 
Sun., Aug. 7 
B.C. Interior 8, Winnipeg 4 
B.C. Interior 6, Vancouver 4 
Men., Aug. 8 
B.C. Interior 5, Manitoba 5 
Tues., Aug. 9 
Minnesota 8, B.C. Interior 5 
Wed., Aug. 10 
Calgary 4, B.C. Interior 3 
Thurs., Aug. 11 
B.C. Interior 6, Calgary 5 (C 
Playoff) 
Frl., Aug. 12 
Manitoba 5, B.C. Interior 4 (B.C. ellminateo m . . . .  , 
Semi-Final) 
-: August 7 
Schooley Midgets 1 
; 3, Cole Petroleum 0 
I'errace M & H 4 
Truck Loggers 4 
MEN'S  SLO'P ITOH 
August 11 : " ~ : :~i : .  
liver Timber Of . - 
4,Thornhill Pub 3 . . . .  
• , • . ?  _*.~:~: 
August 10 " " .. i I;::;!:: 
iplonshlp Game.. , . : : ,  '~,;~ :~':~! 
Kltlmat Merchants,5: .~, :~ i~.=. _~. 
• TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER.* I 
Under 8 Division . . . .  • ,I 
rd 0 " : i "'::i~',:i-!':i ~ ' :1 
Dairy Queen 0(default), ' ! 
!s Photo 2 ~ ' 
,hrysler O "."? ~:~ 
3ueen O . . . .  " 
sr 10 Division 
, Shoppers Drugs 0 (default) 
1 , 
"hunderblrds 2 
~, Terrace Travel 1 
i, AGK Pacmen 2 
sr 12 Division 
: =~ ':::~ :: ~ Northwest Sportsman 6, Sight & Sound 4 !:~ 
° 
and generally psych themselves 
for the chore ahead. 
The race will be started by 
CBC Radio's 10 o'clock time 
check. 
Following the ~race, awards 
and prizes will be handed out at 
the Rupert Racquets Centre 
where showers, sauna and rub- 
downs will be set up. Cyclists 
only will be offered transporta- 
tion back to Terrace. 
Support vehicles are allowed 
this year if supplied bY the 
cyclists. These vehicles can aid 
bikers with repairs like tubes, 
spare wheels and other equip- 
ment. 
Lead and follow cars are sup- 
plied by organizers. The lead 
vehicle warns oncoming traffic 
about the race. The following 
-car will be used as a pickup for 
the injured or for bikers with 
damaged bikes. Slow riders not 
at the halfway point by four 
hours will also be picked up. 
Sponsored  by ' . . . .  
Come in to our office at 
4648 Lakelse Ave. ,  Terrace 
Phone 638.8581 
A Complete personal ized 
" Ineuranco Agency fo r  
Home * Life O Fir() 
• Boat * Business: 
AUTHORIZED AGENTS 
Kitimat's Kim Coburn, now 
playing golf out of the lower 
mainland, has added to her B.C. 
ladies amateur championship ti-
• tie with an excellent showing at 
the western Canadian team golf 
championships atCalgary. 
Kim paced the B.C. team to a 
second place finish in the 
Kim Cobum of K i t imat  recent ly won the B.C. women's  
amateur  golf  championsh ip ,  and came out  wi th  the best 
scores  later at provincial  team f inals in Calgary. She took a 
break to watch  the Skins-Game golf  in Terrace recen~Ily. 
championship title 
Coburn adds to her 
. . . . .  • . ...... I 
• st f .... ba  I1' IS a 
It took an extra day to complete the Terrace and District Men's 
Fastball League playoff tournament final, but it was worth it to 
Terraee's Cole Petroleum, ~ 
Cole ran up a 5-2 lead in the finale, then held on.for a 6-5 win 
over Kitlmat Merchants in the championship game on wednesday 
the 10th. 
With the dropout of Hazelton Bombers and Northwest 
Oldtimers, league officials set up a five-team, modified double- 
knockout final series for the August 6 weekend. 
They got in the first three games on Saturday the 6th at Riverside 
Park as the Truck Loggers bounced Schooley Midgels of Kilimat 
12-0, Kitimat Merchants blanked Terrace M & H 6-0, and Cole 
Petroleum edged the Track Loggers 8-7 in 11 innings. 
The weather on Sunday the 7th was far from co-operative, 
although they managed toget in all but the final contest. " 
The day started with M & H eliminating Schooley Midgets 11-1. 
Then it was Kitilnat Merchants.shutting down Cole 3-0, The Truck 
Loggers: came back and knocked out M & II 6-4, before. Cole 
sidelined the Truck Loggers 5-4. It set up the final with Cole and the 
Merchants, bat heavy rain necessitated scheduling the game:to 
Wednesday the 10lb. 
Basketball  trip t() Brazil well worth the effort , -  , 
Cole Petroleum came through with a thrilling one.run victory over Kitlmat Merchants to win the Terrace and 
District men'e faetbsll league championship on August 19. 
i "  
Michelle Hendry returned home from a junior basketball 
tournament in Brazil bearing this wall hanging as a gift for 
her parents. 
Despite missing out on gain- 
ing a berth in the world champ- 
ionships, Terrace's Michelle 
Hendry feels her tr! p to Brazil 
this month for the Junior 
Women's Basketball Champion- 
ships of the Americas was well 
worth the effort. 
Kitimat's Issy Maryntschak, a 
teammate of Michelle, felt the 
same way. However, both girls the tourney saw the U.S. edge rich. 
were not really impressed with the host Country fo r  the • "We were right downtown 
the city of Sad Paulo. Americas title, and we saw a 10t of the poor 
The eight-country, two- There is a slim hope that area," Michelle said. "It  was 
continent series was set up to Canada could make it to the pretty d i r ty ."  She would 
name three teams for the up- worlds. Should one of the top definitely not want to live there 
coming world championships, three pull out, Canada is first if she had the chance. "It  was 
Unfortunately, Canada placed alternate, fun to visit, but I wouldn't want 
fourth, missing out by not win- Off the court, the girl s kept to stay there for any greatlength 
ning one of three key contests, close to each other when out of time." 
each of which theylost by five amongst  the popu lace .  Economica l ly ,  Canad ian  
points or less. Michelle's impression of Sad money allowed the girls to buy 
The international tourney had Paulo with its six million people good souvenirs cheaply in the 
teams plit into groups of four in was you are very poor or very continued on page 23 
a preliminary round-robin 
series. Hendry and Marynt- j g o  to  
schak's Canadian squad opened Sen ors' golf es Yaz 
John Yasinchuk of Ten:ace 
came through with another tour- 
nament victory on the August 7 
weekend by winning tl~e annual 
Prince Rupert seniors open golf 
tournament. 
'Yaz' shot an 18-hole score of 
157 for overall low gross honors. 
The low gross for women went 
to Rupert's Jean Billing with a 
202. 
Men's overall low net was 
shot by Sergio Cachero with 
131. Rose Marion was best net 
for ladies with 160. 
F l ight  winners were as 
follows: 
Men's Championship - - Ray 
with two w ins -  83-50 over 
Puerto' ~ieo ,:and"' 83=29: over' 
Chile. 
Game three saw them falter 
after taking a four-point lead at 
the half, and lose 86-66 to 
Brazil. 
Their two-and-one r cord was 
good enough to advance them to 
the best four-team • round-robin 
set whereby three teams would 
gain berths in the world champ, 
ionships. 
Canada just missed out by los- 
ing all three contests. Brazil took 
them 69-64 in the opener. Then 
they lost 74-69 to the United 
States. 
This meant theY'd have to 
Billing (gross) and Buster Patter- 
son of Terrace (net). 
Men's 1st F l ight -  Dawn 
Bodger (gross) and Maurice 
Bishop (net). 
Men's 2nd Flight - -  Wayne 
Stather (gross) and E. J .  Arney 
(net). 
Women's Championship - -  
Selam Standring (gross) and 
Jackie Arney (net). 
Women's 1st Flight - -  Sheila 
Parlby (gross) and Dorothy 
Graham (net). 
Women's 2nd Flight - -  
Juanita Ronnseth (gross) and 
Jean Gordon (net). 
beat Cuba to make the top three. 
Such was not to be as we drop- 
ped a 77-74 decision to Cuba. 
The last meaningless game of 
Te=:°sP;:ngao3O;i;ce . ,, 
" : ,  Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace . 
i. ' .... " " 4818 Hwy.  16 West  . . . .  . . . . .  I,.L~ 
: 'i '! ! SUNDAY: Terrace Ath le t i cs  Assn .  " ~i 
i " ~i ..... ~ii MONDAY: Terrace Mmnor Hockey :. " 
'~ ' TUESDAY. Kermodes or Jaycees 
- : ,  i "i '~:WEDMESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Club 
• : " THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets .... 
. Ladies of the Royal Purple " ,  
i i : FRIDAY: Parapelegic Assn 
: :  SATURDAY: Parapelegic Foundation , . .  
1 Regular EVERYONE WELCOME| Extra 
8 Games (Ago 14 years ond up) " 6 Games 
t Thank you| Have a NIce dayl 
YUVh'atovor you we~r 
V~To de=,, with oa.'¢.,,) 
d?iet;ae s N[eaner  
• Wednesday is
SHIRT 
Sl'0 
Men's or Ladies' cotton blend ~.~,,~/ 
dress or business shirts 
expertly laundered 
.Drop off point at Thornhlll Market 
.Best, most Reliable and Cleanest 
Service around 
-Only DRIVE--THRU in town 
8:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.-Monday to Fr iday  • 
8:'30 a.m.-5::10 p.m..Saturday 
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE I 
, ~:ili ~ ~ 
.7%1,  : ' . 
, / :  
. , .  . . . . .  . , . 
b.  ! . *  , . ~ ~ • t*  4= 
. . . .  ~ i~; 
,.. . . , ,~,:: 
..... , . .~  !II i I 
i~'~ " i  ':;: " *"  "" 
" I: hh''~:~ . . . . . . .  I I h .... 1 ~:' 
~ : ~ ,~: : : ' ; :~ '~ '~ i~:~ i ,~' 
• , :, :, :~i~'~ ! ~ :: ' • i, : ~ 
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At SkeenaValley.Golf Club 
Morgan skins o1 
Moe Hays, Dan Rosengren and John,, Morgan gathered at 
the club house after the first annual Skins game tourna- 
ment at the Skeena Valley Golf Club recently. 
John Morgan of Smithers 
could have won all $1,650 in 
prize money from the first an- 
num 'Skins Game' golf match at 
the Skeena Valley golf club on 
August 6. But he didn't -- 
however,he did win the lion's 
share of $1,1O0 in the head-to- 
head series against the pro- 
managers of Terrace and Prince 
Rupert --  Dan Rosengren and 
Moe Hays, respectively. 
Morgan, who took over 
operation of the Smithers club 
early this year after flirting with 
the pro golf circuit for several 
years, won six skins plus ties. 
A skin is a hole which has a 
cash value placed on it. The first 
six holes were worth $50 to the 
winner in this winner-take-all 
series. The second six holes had 
a value of $75 each, with the last 
six holes tagged at $150 --  if 
there's a tie at the hole, the cash 
value is added to the next hole. 
Despite the fact that only 75 
people paid $5 to  follow the ac- 
tion around the course, the three 
pros felt it was well worth it. It's 
expected the format will be an 
annual event from now on, 
perhaps playing at a different 
course each year. 
Rosengren ended up with vic- 
tories in two skins and pocketed 
$375. Hays went back to Prince 
Rupert with one skin and $175 in 
prize money. 
The unique series had been 
discussed for years until finally 
action was taken this year under 
the organization of John Taylor 
and Stu Crouse, and the spon- 
sorship of Bob Park at All 
Seasons Sporting Goods. Here's 
a summary of the big-money 
skins. 
Hole Two - -  $100 
Morgan became the first 
money-winner on this par-three 
hole. He hit the green, putted 30 
feet to one foot from the :hole 
and sank it for his par. Rosen- 
gren pitched on but missed a 
three-footer. Hays had a bad 
chip and two-putted from 20 
feet. They had four to Morgan's 
three. Skin to Morgan ($100). 
Hole Six - -  $100 
Another long, dog-logger to 
the left saw Rosengren hit three 
before making the green with his 
fourth shot. Although on in 
four, he missed his putt. Morgan 
and Hays both covered the green 
in three and two-putted for 
another tie. As the next hole was 
boosted to $75 in regular money, 
it pushed the value to $175. 
i I 
ACCIDENTS HURT ! f i}F' I 
• EVERYBODY. I I . . ,U l . ,  [ 
Where at... 
,~mm~. . .~~Vl l l t "  " tlhe Norther ,  Motor 
/ ~ ~ : ~  Inn, for nightly 
: rj ~ ~ entertainment.  
• : ] '="  
~NORT[tERN 
motor August 8- 20 
Sweet Harmony 
Hole ~even - -  ~I tO 
The third left d0g-leg in a row 
saw Morgan chip to within three. 
feet with his third shot. 
Rosengren chipped t010  feet 
away. But it was Hays'turn.His 
30-foot chip shot went in the 
hole giving the Rupert pro his 
first skin --  $175. 
Hole Eight--- $75 
This par three saw Morgan 
and Hays just off the green with 
tee-shots, and: Rosengren on 
with a 10-footer. Morgan and 
Hays chipped on and two- 
putted. Rosengren putted to 
three feet, then sank it for his 
first skin - -  $75. 
Hole Nine - -  $7§ 
The closing par-four ninth 
saw Rosengren four feet away in 
three shots, but he two-putted. 
Hays and Morgan each had a 
chance, but Morgan missed a 
20-footer after making the green 
in two. He got his four. Hays 
canned aone-footer after hitting 
the green in three. With another 
tie, it meant he 10th hole was 
worth $150. 
Hole 10 --  $150 
The second trip around 
Skeena's nine-hole layout saw 
Morgan get into trouble when 
his approach caught the trap 
beside the par-five green. He 
chipped on to 25 feet away, then 
three-putted for his six, his 
worst score of the day. Hays was 
on in,three and one-putted for a 
four. Rosengren had his chance 
but missed a short putt to tie 
Hays. This tie boosted the l l th 
hole to $225. 
Hole 11 -- $225 
All three were on in two for 
this par-three hole. While Hays 
and Morgan sank par putts, 
Rosengren settled for a four. 
Once more it was a tie and the 
price went up to $300. 
Hole 12 -- $300 
Poor putting by Morgan and 
Hays resulted in them posting 
5's. This gave Rosengren a 
chance. He two-putted for a 
winning four and a skin worth 
drive six feet fromthe pin, then 
sank it for the skin. Rosengren 
:overshot the green, chipped 
poorly and picked up. Hays 
missed his six-footer for a possi- 
ble tiewith Morgan. 
Hole 14 --. $150 
par-three : hole saw 
The first of three dog-legs in a 
row saw Rosengren and Morgan " 
both hit the green in two and 
then two-putt fo r  fours. Hays 
made it on in three, but three- 
putted. It was another tie hole, 
and pushed the loot to $300 for 
the next. 
Hole 15 - -  $300 
Rosengren drove into the 
bush, hit a tree trying to come 
out and so picked up. Morgan 
made the side of the green in 
two, then tw0-putted for a four. 
Hays was on in three, but 
couldn't ~sink the tying putt. 
Another skin for Morgan worth 
$3O0. 
Hole 16 - -$150 
This was the start of ties on 
the final three holes. On th is  
one, Rosengren holed a 
10-footer for a four. Morgan 
sank a one-footer to match 
Rosengren. All of Hays' shots 
• on this hole were bad so he pick- 
ed up before getting on the 
green. A tie hole. 
This 
Morgan with the best chance, 
However, he missed a three- 
footer to count four. Rosengren 
sank a four-footer to salvage a
tie. Hays settled for a five, but it 
was another tie which made the 
• final hole worth $450. 
Hole 18 --. $450 . 
Hays and Morgan were on in 
two. Rosengren's errant drive 
was well out on the first fairway, 
so he took three shots to make 
the green. HaYs missed a one- 
footer for a winning birdie. 
Morgan made it in two to tie 
Hays' four. Rosengran sank his 
putt for athird four. This set up 
an extra-hole playoff or the re- 
maining money. They went to 
the par-five first hole. 
Hole One (Sudden-death) $45O 
Hays was on in three but miss- 
ed a 20-foot putt. Morgan was 
into his favorite trap in two, but 
chipped to within four feet and 
canned a birdie. Rosengren had 
tree trouble •midway down the 
fairway and didn't get ~ on until 
his fourth shot. The four-hole 
skin of $450 went to Morgan. 
What  about next year'/ The 
pros are game. It's a question of 
where and when. 
Golf charitydoubles 
:- Therewere winners playing on par-three holes. The vehicles, 
the rain-swept golf course, and 
even bigger winners with the 
Terrace Special Olympics group 
at the August 7 annual CFTK, 
Northern Motor Inn and 
McEwan Motors 18-hole charity 
golf tournament at the Skeena 
Valley golf club. 
Organizers hoped to double 
the 1987 donation of $2,000 to 
the Terrace Special Olympics. 
They ended up presenting a che- 
que worth approximately 
$4,000. 
The series attracted 76 players 
who were paired up for a two- 
ball, alternate shot format. Only 
four entrants failed to turn up. 
donated by McEwan Motors, 
were not won. 
Part of the tourney, ending 
festivities was a scrumptious 
meal Supplied by Northern 
Motor Inn at the golf club~ 
Every player won a prize. . 
The overall low gross score 
was recorded by Larry Gordon 
of Prince Rupert and Nancy 
Greenwood of Terrace, •They 
shot an 84. John Clift teamed 
with David Bennett-t0 count a 
70 for overall ow net score. 
Five golfers jus t missed holes- 
in-one, so they won closest-to- 
pin awards. They were Terry 
$300. They had big prizes to shoot Munday, Keith Soules, Ray 
Hole 13 - -  $150 for, including two cars and two Taft, Ed Moldenhauer and 
This hole saw the price hit trucks for holes-in-one of the Jackie Mun'son. 
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Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
~O._ . . I  4608 Grelg Ave., for Take-Out 
. Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
Chinese & Canadian Food ~ 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~'~\~ 
. -  - 
• _ Thursday 11:30a.m. - -  I I :g~p,m..-. '~: 
Fri - Sat 11.'30 a.m. ~ I ;~  a.'m.-'*'~" 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. I0:00 p.m.635.6111 
4643 Park A venue 
L 
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Back row, left to right: Surjit Kular, Jasvinder Lilllan, Surinder Dhillion, Satinder Sidhu, 
Karamjit Sangha, Amar]it Sangha, Gurinder Sekhon, Prithpal Sekhon, Rajinder Cheema, 
Mohinder Sangha, Balwinder Grewal. Front row, left to right: Gurdlal Cheema, Lakhblr Gill, 
Avtar Dhaliwal, Kuldys Bains, Nachhiter Dhaliwal. 
Richmond, which was one of the 
favored teams there. Terrace 
had a lead by a goal going into 
the second half, but a few short 
corner shots really hurt them as 
they ended up losing the game 
two to one. 
Their final game of the tour- 
nament was against Prince 
George. Terrace won 'that game 
easily four to zero, allowing only 
one shot on their goalie. 
Terrace missed the play-off 
medal round by one point, 
finishing with the overall record 
of an even 500 --. twowins, two 
losses and a tie, coming in fifth 
overall. 
"Perhaps if we had another 
point in the qualifying round for 
the medals, our chances for the 
medals would have been as good 
• as anybody else's,"  team 
member Amarajit Sangha said. 
"We had the ability of beating 
any team at the tournament but 
lacking experience is one big 
disadvantage we had against 
some of the teams. We have lots 
of confidence in our team now. 
By picking up some experience 
we are sure to do even better 
next year." 
This is the highest Terrace has 
Placed in men's field hockey. 
i - / 
Terrace's men's field hockey 
team did well at the Oak 
Bay/Greater Victoria Summer 
Games, missing the medal round 
by only one point. 
After giving up a goal in the 
first half, the Terrace team came 
back strong in the second half as 
they scored three goals to beat 
Kelowna three to one, winning 
their opening ame of the tour- 
nament. 
Although they continued tO 
play well, the second game was 
lost to Surrey, and a fast third 
igame with Victoria was tied at 
one all. 
The next game was against 
Super hockey for our kids 
Six area youngsters in 
Peewee and Bantam minor 
hockey age groups took ad- 
vantage of playing their 
game this summer, instead 
of learning more about it at 
a summer hockey camp. 
The boys all took part in 
Vancouvei:'s Super Series 
--  an annual event hat has 
B.C. youngsters attend try- 
out camps in the spring, 
then continue on to play for 
the B.C. interior team in 
early August, if. selected 
from the dozens of ~hope- 
fuls. 
This year saw Jason Wal- 
dron of Terrace and Chris 
Moloci of Prince Rupert 
picked for the B.C. interior 
team in the minor Peewee 
12-team division for 12 and 
13-year-olds. For the major 
Peewee 12-tearn division 
with 13 and 14-year-olds, 
Chad Wilson of Terrace, 
Mikko Heikila of Kitimat 
and Mark McCoy of Prince 
Rupert were chosen. Jason 
Krug of Terrace was named 
to the minor Bantam team 
in the 10-team division for 
14 and 15-year-olds. 
Each team played a six- 
game round-robin series to 
start in the week-long series 
that started August 6 and 
wound up August 13. Then 
the top eight teams in each 
section went into a single- 
elimination playoff starting 
with quarter-final s . 
The B.C. interior entries 
in minor Peewee and minor 
Bantam all made it to the 
semi-finals before losing 
out. The major Peewee 
squad lost out in their 
quarter-final. Scores of all 
games can be found in this 
week's coreboard, . 
The series featured teams 
from Montreal, Minnesota, 
Manitoba and Alberta, as 
well as area B.C. teams. 
Coming events in sf 
The Inn of the West's 18-hole 
Charity Golf Challenge is com- 
ing up at the Skeena Valley golf 
club this Sunday. The two-ball, 
alternate-shot tournament costs 
$60 to enter. Register at the Inn 
of the West. Prizes include a trip 
for two to San Francisco, and 
proceeds go to muscular 
~ ,, dystrophy. 
FitzpatriCk  happy .,with,G retz,. y on team 
• Mark Fitzpatrick smiled last 
week when he heard that the Ed- 
monton Oilers had traded 
number 99 to the Los Angeles 
Kings. He has good reason to 
smile. 
The Kitimat-grown netminder 
is expected to fill the gap bet- 
ween the posts at Los Angeles 
this season as he graduates from 
major junior hockey's two-time 
Memorial Cup winners .from 
Medicine Hat. 
Fitzpatrick had hoped to be 
one of the instructors at the Ter- 
race hockey camp this week. But 
the Kings set up a mini-camp for 
their rookies at Medicine Hat 
that started on Monday, and 
told Mark to be there, period. 
The Kings expect Fitzpatrick 
could be the key to their success. 
Around the NHL he's touted as 
their goalie of the future with 
Gretzky handling all the offence 
and Mark fending off other 
teams' sharpshooters. 
"Gretzky was a surprise," he 
told us. "It was a shocker, but 
any time a team can acquire the 
best hockey player in the world I 
think the attitude of the team 
(Kings) will pick up." 
"It  shows that the Kings' 
owner Bruce McNall is willing to 
do anything to make us a better 
hockey club." 
Fitzpatrick's talent has com- 
pared him to Grant Fuhr of Ed- 
monton in that Fuhr was the 
lalayer holding the Oilers 
together, and Mark should be 
the player doing likewise in L.A. 
" I 'm pretty excited about go- 
ing to the Kings. They told me 
earlier that I'd get every oppor- 
.Ionsered Super 670 
Takes on the 
Heavyweights/ 
Jgh 
ass 
9e 
'e 
tunity to make the team, and 
they're hoping that I can 
perhaps be the first-string net- 
minder." 
Mark could not return to 
Medicine Hat for another year 
in junior hockey as an over-aged 
player because his contract with 
the Kings tags him as playing 
with them or with New Haven of 
the American Hockey League.• 
The Kings gave up some good 
talent to acquire Gretzky but 
Fitzpatrick doesn't feel it 
weakens the dub i n any way. 
"The Kings are a real young 
club right now, and although we 
gave a•lot for 99 it's going to be 
good in the short term for us.,' 
Mark and his fellow pros open 
the main training camp in  Vic- 
toria early next month. Their 
first game is Sept. 16 in Duncan 
against an opponent not yet 
named. They also play in Vic- 
toria the next night, in case fans 
from the area want to fly down 
to see the action. 
If Gretzky is playing, it should 
be standing-room-only. So,plan 
ahead to watch the Wayne and 
Mark show. 
w~ Pk  
1 ,  t , /  
The Terrace Summer Hockey 
School is underway this week. 
Parents, friends and fans are 
welcome as spectators. 
The Summer Night Hockey 
League starts this week with 
three teams. Tuesday, Wednes- 
day and Thursday •nights will 
have games tarting at 8 o'clock. 
Friday night at8 p.m. is an all- 
star game with youngsters 14 
and up. Saturday night is an all- 
star game with those 18:,~and 
older. There's a $2 adm{ssion 
for the Saturday night contest. 
Next week will see Gerry 
Bigham of Langley in town to 
conduct clinics in horseshoe pit- 
ching at the Heritage Park 
horseshoe pitch. She'll be here 
the 24th and 25th, and men, 
women and children 13 and over 
can take in the clinic. With Ter- 
race hosting the B.C. champion- 
ships on the Labour Day 
weekend, the Skeena Horseshoe 
Club is seeking new members. If
interested in joining up, or tak' 
ing in the clinic, phone Joe 
Wideman at 635-2856. 
TERRACE 
H I=¢KBY** ,  
SCHOOL 
and 
Summer League 
r 
! * 
come and see Summer League Games 
everynight Mon. to Friday. ADMISSION 
FREE 
SATURDAY 
ALL STAR GAME 
Admission $2. °0 only 
al l  games at 8 p.m. and will feature a l l  
the INSTRUCTORS 
lan Alger 
Vernon Lakers 
• Wade Flaherty 
Victoria Cougars 
Rod Philpot 
U of Alberta 
Made OesJardines 
Seattle Thunderbird 
This new conte 
JONSERED wit 
mid-sect ion  car  
take  o beat ing  
Super  670 poc  
power fu l  pund 
I) e 
A CUT ABOVETHE REST 
SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER 
B RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
P.O.  BOX 538 - -  TERRACE,  B .C .  VSG 4B5 
5130A H IGHWAY 16  WEST 63S-1383 
I II I I I I  I I I I  
Instructors: 
Jeff Sharpies 
Detroit Red Wings 
Rudy Poeschek 
N.Y. Rangers 
Tony Hildebrand 
Kelowna Packers 
Terry Zaporzan 
U of Alberta 
• ~ i~ ~:~ i ~ 
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PR0.--"-'TECH~ Your complete I 
ELECTRONIC ~ source for, all ' l~i~'i i~ I ~11~,  47S 11p;:;~ h;V;8 
ENGINEERING,,o,,.o,..,,.u.,,.,,,., your.heat ing ~ l 
.,~,.,&~;~,,,o,.,c ~ needs. ' ' ' ' r '~- - ' - - '~"  I 
SERVICE -- T.V. RENTALS , . Northwest Conso l idated  I ~Bo c la ims handled promptly 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 1635 51341 
• Appliances ' ,,,,,.,,,,.,, ,,,,c, . SUppy  L td .  ' : i 
'ls~C°~c:l~i;?~ndu~'l 5239 Kmth Ave., Terrace m.n.  I 638-1166 
LOADER, BACKHOE, TRUCKING 
KEN'S TRUCKING LTD. 
Top Soil, Pit Run, Crush, Snow Plowing 
Water  Lines and Septic Systems 
P.O. Box 1007 
Terrace, B.C. 6~5-7519 
~ errace. 
Tree Tr=mming 
~i  Wail cut down any tree! 
"SAFELY" protection[ 
S1,000,000 liability for YOUR 
635-7400 
o*A,~ o
MOSS KILLS 
•ROOFS 
MOSS CONTROL 
, -  ROOFS SPRAYED 
.,. ROOFS CLEANED 
~. GUTTERS CLEANED 
, .  PROBLEMS SOLVED 
638-7238 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
TYPING 
VOICE PAGERS ~ PHOTOCOPYING 
24.HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
CHANGES 
NOW OPEN 
2803 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
,t Wolfe Tanning System 
, t  LANZA products 
Phone for (In oppoinhnenl 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 635-9666 
I " ~ N  & OUTBOARD MAfllNEfl JETS . ' 
I . . . . . .  ~ ' w k M o W E n S  
I ~M~A S & 4 WHEELERS . . . .  
I ' .YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
I ~'ci~A~N-sAws _ i___. o~.o.~ __  &PO_WERPRODUCT_.S 
~ 4946 Greig Ave., Terrace 
-Classified Advertisifi ~. 
- -  i ~ i  . . . . . .  
~, .~ 
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN -------: 
_: '~ THE TERRACE REYIEW AND "~:'~ 
-== GET IT IN CLOSE UP MAGAZINE . . . .  
ABSOLUTELY FREE. .~  
~k!t  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Nate's lectrl¢ 
[ I Industrial 
Commercial & 
638-1876 Residential 
Nathan Waddell - Electrical Contractor 
4931 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality, shop service 
- Fast. friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices ore VERY Competitive s 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
46,110 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1168 
CONTRACTING 
Residential ~ Commercial 
• Balconies • Roof Decks 
• Sundecks 
~ur¢o~eal" plwhdek'°: duradck 
"Waterproof  Vlnyl  Floor Cover lng '~ ' 
4-3916 MOUNTAINVIEW AVE 
TERRACE. B,C. 635 '5859 
HI -QUAL ITY  BELTING & ~ , -'~: 
CONTRACTING SERVICES I 
-inflatable BOat R epa!r.s ' I 
' -Durable _.High Quality " l :  
~z ing-Repa i rs  l 
~ .  ize .in conveyor belt . I 
I ~ , o n , c l  re.pairs / 
• vulcanizing and pulley lagging ' i 
Call on our Design Tea m~,  ~ 
BUSINESS SERVICES 635-7840 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30- 10:30 dally 
~2701 S. It=alum 635-6180 638-8195 
#1-3238 Kalam St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 21t4 
[ 
WEB OFFSET 
PROMOTIONAL CONSULTANTS 
PRINTERS and PUBLISHERS 
Up 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
Call on o0r Design Team 
635-7840 
~ ~ , ,  Sales and Service for • 
! tktoWmoMles * Madne Supplies ~' ~ 
,cE & QulpM 
'~ii ~ SALES TD " ~'~ '~' ~'~~' 
r .... 
• , . , ,  
SKIDOO . . . . . .  ' '  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...... i ~,~/!i ' i  i i~ ~i~ i!i~i~o~,i.,•~,~,~ ~ ,i~, ~ 
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Retail laws 
The proprietor of a new retail business 
wilt be faced with certain legal obligations 
to municipal, provincial and federal 
governments. The regulations involved 
are many and varied and depend on the 
type of business; the product being sold, 
and the location. 
Here are just a few kinds of regulations 
affecting retailers: 
Record set 
The tourist industry is doing 
well this year. So well in fact, 
that to date there have been 
about 1,000 more vehicles stop 
at the Chamber of Commerce 
lnfocefiter than in the same per- 
iod last year. And at 3:45 p.m. 
last Thursday, a husband and 
wife from Hillsboro, Oregon 
stopped at the Infocentre to find 
they were :the 4,000th vehicle to 
stop this year. Pictured (left to 
right) are Oregon tourists" Don- 
ald and Joanna Brooks and Tra- 
vel Counsellors Ev Higginson 
and Kulbinder Saran. 
Municipal: City business permit; zoning 
byPhll Harll bylaws which effect hours and location; District wants mining study 
Manager, Terrace land-use regulations; business, property, 
Federal Business school and water taxes; building permits, 
Development Bank which also are applicable to alterations; 
and building codes, affecting such things 
as plumbing and electrical work and fire 
and health hazards. 
Provincial: Business registration (proprietorship under another 
name and partnership); incorporation (provincial charter); land- 
tax;, sales tax; building codes; minimum age, wage and hours of 
employr0ent; annual vacations and public holidays; workers' 
compensation; place-of-business tax and pension plan in Quebec; 
safety and health; health insurance; maternity leave; termination 
of emplgyment; and payroll tax deductions. 
Federal: Incorporation (federal charter); corporation income 
tax; sales tax; export-import permit; customs duties; building 
codes; industrial health and safety; unemployment insurance; 
Canada Pension Plan (except Quebec); payroll tax deductions; 
trademarks; copyrights; industrial designs; patents; product safe- 
ty; and combines investigation (including false advertising). 
The lawyer and accountant for the owner of a new retail ven- 
ture will be in a position to advise on these regulations. In addi- 
tion, Chambers of Commerce, local business associations and 
fellow business proprietors can indicate, in general terms, which 
of the regulations are applicable. 
. There also are many other sources of information available in 
the whole area of retailing. 
By contacting the Federal Business Development Bank (FBDB), 
the new owner can obtain details "Sf government information ser- 
vices available to meet his needs. Books and pamphlets on retail- 
ing are available at all branches of FBDB, which also provides a 
counselling service (Counselling Assistance to Small Enterprises: 
CASE) to assist in planning. 
Statistics Canada is a prime source of compiled information. 
Statistics collected from government, business and individuals 
range from national aggregates to smallarea data covering only a 
few blocks of a single municipality, and from board economic 
studies to specific matters. Data is published monthly, quarterly 
and annually, depending on the topic. 
Government departments, both federal and provincial, can be 
valuable sources as can municipal governments for such things as 
bylaws, zones and development plans. 
Advertising agencies and direct mail firms, at a fee, can pro- 
vide market data and survey information. Libraries specializing in 
such areas as economics, business and banking also can help. 
In addition, there are trade associations and retail associations, 
many withtheir own publications, and suppliers who are a good 
source of general sales data and merchandising information in a 
specific area. 
There are other places in which retail information can be ob- 
tained as well. But the new owner of a retail venture should 
remember that information will not come by itself; it must be 
looked for and searched out. Asking questions is the easiest way 
to obtain information. 
I 
Terraeeview Lodge 
"Because We Care" 
HARVEST DINNER 
Sunday, September 11, 1988 
Adult - -$10.00 
Senior - -  $ 7.00 
Child - -  $ 5.00 
(under 12) 
1st Sitting 
12:30 - -2 :30  p.m. 
2nd:Sitting 
5:00 - -  7:00 p.m. 
Tickets available at Terraceview Lodge ~,,, 
The Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine supports a 
government proposal that will 
study the social impact of min- 
ing in the Northwest but has sug- 
gested they include additional 
information to the watered- 
down version of what had been 
requested. In a letter written to 
Ken McLeod, Assistant Deputy 
Minister for the Ministry of 
Municipal Affairs, Recreation 
and Culture, Economic Devel- 
opment Officer Andrew Webber 
outlines the revisions he feels 
should be a part of the study. 
These focus on the effects of an 
increase in population in the 
area. 
According to Webber, regular 
reports on the status of mine 
developments and their potential 
population impact on the North- 
west should be included. The 
study should also have a com- 
mentary on significant changes 
in mine development plans 
Which could change the popula- 
tion impact, as well as some 
monitoring of mines that have 
moved into production, to deter- 
mine where the workforce is ac- 
tually located as opposed to the 
developer's scenario. 
Webber also suggested that 
one component hat's not in- 
cluded in the proposed study but 
should be, is. an assessment of
the impacts of current settlement 
strategies on local taxation. 
" I  believe there is strong sup- 
port in this region for programs 
for commuting workers to the 
new mine sites, rather than con- 
struction of remote town sites, 
but the ability of communities to 
provide services to new popula- 
tion, if there is not access to the 
increased assessment base, will 
be of concern to local govern- 
ments," wrote Webber. 
Webber told McLeod that two 
Northwest mines, Premier Gold 
and Johnny Mountain, will be 
of interest o the region in the 
near future. 
-I-NTRODUCTORY 
SPECIAL] 
j 
- |  795. °° 
Canon FAX 
Personal Faxability ! 
• Sleek design combines facsimile, 
telephone and copier in one 
compact unit. 
• Simple, easy-to-use operation. 
e. Automatic Reception lets you 
receive information while you're out 
of the office 
• Automatic Document Feeder-up 
to $ letter-size pages 
• Fine Mode transmitsdetailed 
print and graphics. 
• Convenient Last Number Redial. 
• G3 Compatibility. 
Sugg. Retail: 
Intro. Special 
S1,995. °° 
S1,795. °° 
Leasing Plans: 
24 month lease 
30 month lease 
36 month lease 
48 month lease 
s95.58 
81.22 
68.66 
56.09 
Payments are payable monthly plus 
6% sales tax. Purchase option for 
the 24 and 30 month leases is s10. 00 
plus tax. Purchase option for the 36 
and 48 month leases is 15% in the 
33rd and 45th months respectively. 
Leases are subject to credit approval. 
~r ~ LIMITED QUANTITIES ~r ~r 
C&IIOII 
FP PHONE'8 
-BUSINESS MACHINES 
I I 
Terrace 638.8585 
4552 Lakelse Ave., V8G IP8 
FAX 635.4071 
Prince Rupert 624.5714 
737 Fraser St., V8J 1R1 
FAX 624-5549 
Kitimat 632-5037 
I I I I  
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Terrace Elks Lodge 425 and Royal Purple Lodge 210 made a joint donation of $3,500 to Mills 
Memorial Hospital at the Bingo Palace last Thursday. The two organizations raised the 
money by sponsoring bingos as part of a $15,000 commitment for the purchase of a 
ureteroscope - -  an Instrument used in the removal of kidney stones. Last year's donation 
of $3,000 was the first installment and the new piece of equipment will be paid off in 
another three years. Above, Exalted Ruler AI Fisher hands the donation over to Mills 
Memorial Administrator Norm Carellus while Honored Royal Lady Nora Foreman looks on. 
Carellus says the ureteroscope has been in use for six months and has already saved seven 
patients from a trip to Vancouver for treatment. 
. . . .  i : :  . . : . . ' . : ' i  
Coming.. re,,... 
I 
July 7 - Sept. 2 -- The Kermode Friendship Society is holding a sum- 
mer cam p for kids in 2week sessions. Call 635-4906 and register in ad- 
vance. There Is no charge for this camp. 
Saturday, August 20 -- To Pro-Choice women who are Interested in 
becoming active with the Northern Pro.Choice Coalition. A pro and 
post abortion counselling workshop will be held in Terrace. Reglstra. 
tlon Is limited with the closing date being Aug. 12. For more Info. con. 
tact the Northern Pro.Choice Coalition at 638-0994. 
Saturday, August 21 -- The Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club will 
be holding the Inn of the West's charity golf challenge; with all pro- 
ceeds going to the Muscular Dystrophy Fund. You can enter at the Inn 
of the West until Monday, August 15. The entry fee Includes a lunch 
and dinner, and numerousprlzes and awards, 'including the grand 
prize of a trip for two to San Francisco. Enter nowl 
Tuesday, August 23 -- Elgin Hodglns, lawyer for Veterans' Affairs, will 
be in Terrace. Any veteran in Terrace or Kitimat requiring information 
on disability pensions may see him at the Terrace Legion, Branch 13 
after 8 a.m. For appointment, please call the Legion at 635-5825. 
Wednesday, August 24 -- The August meeting of the Skeenavlew 
Staff Reunion Committee will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Rec Room at 
4623 Tuck Ave. All former employees of The Home for the Aged, Ter- 
race, later known as Skeenavlew Lodge, are welcome to attend. For 
further Information phone Brian at 635-2951 or Marg at 635-2388. 
Thursday, August 25 -- Terrace Parks and Recreation and the Royal 
Bank of Canada, Terrace, will be presenting the Junior Olympics from 
12:00 noon - 3:00 p.m. at Skeena Jr. Secondary running track. For more 
Information call: Terrace Parks & Recreation (KIm Saulnler) at 
638.1174. 
September -- Children's House Pre.school will be starting an after- 
noon class. Classes will run from 12:45 p.m. -3:15 p.m., three days, two 
days or five days a week. We still have openings In the morning. Call 
now to register 638-0703. 
September 3 & 4 -- The Fall Fair Is comingl The Fall Fair is comingl 
As a matter of fact, the Fall Fair is only two weeks away, .so it really is 
time to look around house and garden and get your ent'rles organized. 
Entry deadline: August 291 
Aug. 5, 6, 7, 1989 -- Qu'Appelle Old School Reunion for all students 
and staff who attended the old brick schoolhouse (since demolished) 
in Qu'Appelle, Saskatchewan frog. 1906 to 1972. Thetown Is eager to 
welcome you back to renew old friendships. For further Info. write: Old 
School Reunion, Box 362, Qu'Appelle, Saskatchewan, S0G 4A0. 
rB.C. Civil and Structural Technology graduate Herbert Dusdal (left) accepts the Go~,ern6"r 
General's Medal from President Roy V. Murray. Dusdal also was awarded the Dean's Award 
for the School of Engineering and the Colonel W.G. Swan Award from the Sandwell Swan 
Wooster Company. Dusdal, who was born in Terrace, has worked here with the Twin River 
logging company and for the Department of Highways. He is currently employed with the 
city in the survey department. 
 No, posters, please 
B.C. Hydro is asking all those 
wishing to advertise for garage 
sales, car washes, or all other 
such fund raising events or elec- 
tion campaigns to refrain from 
Fail, Fair seeks exhibitors 
along. If still in doubt feel free 
to phone either the convener or 
any of the board members listed 
in the front of the book. 
This year we will accept your 
entry forms in a trailer set up at 
the Information Centre on Keith 
Ave. on Friday, August 26 and 
Saturday, August 27 from 12 
noon to 6 p.m., and on Monday, 
August 29 from 12 noon to 9 
p.m.; this late time is to accom- 
modate all of you people who 
cannot come during the day. 
Completed entry forms with 
contributed by 
Thora Arnold.Smith and 
JannY Wassink 
There is still time to organize 
your exhibits for the. upcoming 
Fall Fair to be held September 3 
and 4. The pink colored prize 
lists with entry forms are 
available at many supermarkets 
and craft stores in Terrace and 
Thornhill. Do read the rules in 
the front of the book as well as 
above the various divisions; 
many helpful hints are also 
printed in the book to help you 
Terrace parks update 
Tug-of-Wodd-Peace, 
obsta-giggle course, Continental 
bean bag throw, the Atlasbump 
and so many morel What an 
awesome way to wind up our 
summer playground program! 
No registration is necessary, just 
show up with a lot of energy! 
To pull off such a monumen- 
tal task, we are in need of ap- 
proximately 10 - 14 volunteers to 
time-keep, judge, monitor and 
suprevise our athletes. If you 
have a few hours to spare on 
August 25, we sure would ap- 
preciate your help. Please call 
Kim at the Terrace Parks and 
Recreation office, 638-1174, 
Monday Friday, 8:00 a.m, 
-4:00 p,m. Here's your chance to 
go for the goldl 
entry fees may also be mailed to 
P.O. Box 495, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4B5. We have to do a lot of 
paperwork after your entry 
forms are received so please, no 
late entries; August 29 is the last 
day to get your entry forms inl 
The good news for kids is that 
the Pet Show will be on again 
beside the hall; the schedule is 
• printed in the front ~n page 6 of 
the prize list. There are lots of 
things to do for all of you, with 
livestock on the grounds, like 
woolly sheep and big-eyed goats, 
also bunnies and chickens and 
many others; come and see! 
There are stil l  booths  
available for you arts and crafts 
people who Want to sell your 
wares, or promote your club or 
sell pies or vegetables. Call Jan- 
ny at 635-2607 for more infor- 
mation. 
We really would like to have a 
bigger Fair in this area this year, 
but despite all our hard work we 
cannot have a Fair without you; 
so please come and participate. 
It's great funi 
Get your Fall Fair entry forms 
at the Library, Uplands Store, 
Safeway, Overwaitea, Northern 
Drugs, Lots O' Cones, Pat's 
Knit Shop, The Fabric Store, 
Wallinda Crafts, the Terrace 
Co-op or the Thornhill Public 
Market, Copperside in  Thorn- 
hill, the Feed Store or at the In- 
formation Centre on Keith Ave. 
contributed by Kim Saulnier like a 
Picture this...multi-colored 
flags of several nations waving 
to the thousands of spectators; 
hundreds of finely-tuned ath- 
letes ready to do their countries 
proud; a field waiting for the 
Olympiad to begin. Seoul, 
Korea? Better still - -  Skeena 
Junior Secondary School, Ter- 
racel 
The Summer Junior Olympics 
takes place on Thursday, Aug. 
25, 12:00 noon, at Skeena 
Junior Secondary School's run- 
ningtrack, All children ages 4 - 
12 years old are invited to take 
• part ,  
Fun is the emphasis of the 
junior Olympics, Along with 
running, throwing and jumping, 
we will have other silly events, 
putting posters on power poles. 
In the past linemen have been 
injured when their climbing 
'spurs slipped on the cards, nails, 
and staples. 
Earle Pritchett, Hydro Safety. 
Coordinator, points out that  
B.C. Workers' Compensation 
Board regulations prohibit • 
posters and other such at- 
tachments on utility poles.: 
They request the cooperation 
of all those involved in helping 
to keep their employees afe 
while on the job. 
No Vehicle? 
Do you have problems with picking Up prescriptions, groceries, 
appliances or anything else? For all your moving and delivery 
needs, phone for experienced and speedy service. 
GROCERY PICKUP 
From Sefeway 
1:30 & 5:00 p.m. dally 
8:30 p.m. Thursdays & Fridays 
- I oNLY $4 00 = 
[ F,..,o I 
only through Chlmo x 
& Safeway. • ! 
638-8530 J 
II III p,-- 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR... 
" i  
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOU.T PEOPLE... 
This emblem identifies 
the civic'minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
In the community. 
Alma 618..1204 
Vi U5 .5672 
Helen Furmanek (left) and Dana Boyce have spent the sum- 
mer collecting data on abortion information and services in 
the Northwest. They hope their recently produced pamphlet 
will fill the Information gap they found. 
TERRACE - -  The Northern 
Pro-Choice Coalition (NPCC) 
has just completed production 
of an information pamphlet to 
distribute to women around the 
north. The Challenge '88 stu- 
dents, Dana Boyce and Helen 
Furmanek of the Pro-Choice 
Coalition, said "There is 
definitely a great need for more 
abortion• informat ion for 
women who need help in making 
a choice." 
"Our pamphlet covers many 
fact;s that other pamphlets 
overlook," stated Furmanek. 
"Its introduction includes the 
signs of pregnancy and a look at 
the three main options available 
--keep, adopt or terminate the 
pregnancy. For each option 
there is a list of organizations 
where help can be obtained." 
" I f  a woman is considering 
abortion, then some important 
questions are listed that she 
should ask herself and go over 
thoroughly in her mind before 
proceeding," stated Boyce. 
"Next there is a description of 
the type of abortion techniques 
that are commonly used in nor- 
thern B.C. Also included is a 
section about the risks of abor- 
tion to a woman and some im' 
portant aftercare instructions to 
prevent• complications." 
Furmanek added, "Most im- 
portantly,, though, a woman 
who is planning on having an 
abortion should have pre and 
post abort ion, counselling 
available to her." The pamphlet 
discusses counselling and where 
it can be found. To better cur- 
rent abortion counselling in nor- 
thern B.C. the NPCC will also 
hold a workshop on August 20. 
The purpose of the pamphlet 
is to provide women with cur- 
rent, factual abortion informa- 
tion so that they can make the 
choice that's best for them, they 
said. The summer project con- 
cludes in early September. 
Thornhil! 
advisors 
The term of office for 
members of the Thornhill Ad- 
visory Parks Commission has 
lapsed and the regional district 
has reappointed the present 
members for another two year 
term. Reappointed are Art Hav- 
ing, Roy Greening, Donna 
Ziegler, Art Weismiller, Del 
Holtom, -+Ran, Lowrie, Ed 
Siwicky, Steve Basaraba and 
Carol Julseth. 
Two vacant positions on the 
commission have been filled by 
the appointment of Rusty 
Ljungh and Cleo Laxton. They 
replace Peggy Julseth who 
didn't wish to renew her term 
and Bill Boutilier who resigned 
due to other commitments. 
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Bill S turn ,  principal of Christine Weber Biology 12:,:Md~dy:jbncs~:i n~i 'a 
Caledonia Senior Secondary (99); English Literature 12 (91); Davis + Lind[say~ mce*::Love, 
School, is extremely pleased French 12 (91); Jann Marie Mich¢lleLynch, Jcre/nyMeek, 
with the results achieved by Wilson Chemis t ry  12 (91). Robert Mercvreau, T~.myMid- 
Caledonia graduates in the June, Forty- f ive Caledonia dleton, Mark Neid, Joely Novik, 
I988 provincial "examinations. graduates finished the year with ' Andrew Ogawa, Janewa Osei- 
Marks of 90 percent of higher higher than a "B"  average in  Tutu, Lori Parminter, Nadina 
in six subject areas were made their Grade I1 and Grade 12 Shaffer, Mirth Shinde, Rodger 
by: courses and were granted honors Talstra, -David Long Vu, 
Colin Brehaut --  Biology 12 standing. They are: Connie Chr i s t ine  Weber,  David 
(92),. Chemistry 12 (90); Sara Araujo, Michael Arnold, Lesa Weismiller, Jann Marie Wilson, 
Chen-Wing - -  Physics 12 (93); Bellamy, Mark Bentley, Lee- Michael Wong, peter Yip and 
Surrinder Deol - -  English Ann Boake, Colin Brehaut, Anita Ziegler. 
Literature 12 (90); Adam Ford Karen Brodie, Inness Campbell, Results of the June, 1988 pro- 
- -  Geography 12 (91); MicheUe Sara Chen-Wing, Aaron Davis, vincial scholarship examinations 
Hendry - -  Chemistry 12 (93); Surrinder Deol, Francisco Deol, should be out by the end of the 
Peter Hepburn - -  Biology 12 Adam Ford, Keith Geier, Gur- month and Bill Sturn predicts 
(97), Physics 12 (91); Rose mitGrewal, JayHayashi, Balbir that Caledonia grads should 
Lenser -- Biology 12 (90); Heer, Michelle Hendry, Peter qualify for at least en provincial 
Shawnee Love - -  Biology 12 Hepburn, Debbie Jackman, scholarships. 
(93), Chemistry 12 (93);  Pamela Jakobs, Brian Jones, This year's results are by far 
the best achieved by Caledonia 
Hearts of Gold graduates and both students and 
staff are to be congratulated for 
these excellent results. 
Cultural 
exchange 
The Rotary Club of Terrace is 
looking for one or two adven- 
turous young men interested in 
studying the country, people and 
culture of India. Every year five 
non-Rotarians in the western 
region between the ages of 25 
and 35 are selected for their 
Group Study Exchange (GSE). 
Last year five women went to 
Nottingham, England. 
Community involvement and volunteer work has won In additionfotheagerequire- 
RCMP Constable Ewen Harvie the Air Canada "Heart of 
Gold" award. The award was presented by the Terrace ment;RotarianslareJ+9~ing£gr~++, 
Review's Marjorie Twyford last week. people who have been a member 
of a profession or a recognized 
business for at least two years, 
are free to travel and be away 
from their employment for four 
or five weeks, and are not 
Rotar ians  or related to 
Rotarians. 
The purpose of the Exchange 
i s  to further international 
understanding. The GSE teams 
visit a Rotary district in another 
country, staying in the homes of 
R0tarians, and following an 
itinerary of educational and 
cultural points of interest. Man~, 
participants, both from the GSE 
teams and the local hosts, call it 
an "experience of a lifetime." 
This year's trip to Agra, India 
from January 3 to February 10, 
1989, starts in Vancouver with a 
two-day Berlitz langauge course. 
The team will be selected uring 
Pare Straker was also presented with a "Heart of Gold" the week of October 6. 
award for her involvement in the community by Terrace Interested persons in our area 
Review publisher Mark Twyford. The Air Canada award is should contact the Rotary Club 
organized in conjunction with the Canadian Community of Terrace, Group Study Ex- 
Newspaper's Association and seeks to honor people 
whose contributions have made their community a better change Committee, P.O. Box 
place in which to live. 541, Terrace, V8G 4B5. 
FREE CLOSE UP MAGAZINE WITH EVERY SUBSCRIPTION TO THE ~ 
r TERRACE REVIEW IN THE TERRACE/THORNHILL AREA 
Subscription Order Form: I 
I-I 1 year -  $24.00 I-I 2 years - -  $45.00 
[] Cheque [] Money Order [] Master Card [] Visa 
. ,  - 
Please send a subscription to: 
NOse 
Address 
Phone , Postal Code 
SeniOrs in Terrace and District SI2.00 
Seniors out of+~erroce and District S|S.00 
Cad No. 
Expiry Dote 
Mail or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VgG 1M7 
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• i"! Will both lay me down. 
in peace, and sleep, for 
'thou, Lord,only maketh 
' me dwell in safety." 
Psalm 4:8 
• (~ 
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St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: Rector Rov.: 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. Hermann Dittrich 
Sunday School classes are held during the 9 e.m. service. Child care is 
available during the 9 a.m. wrvice. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-901"/," 
! 
J 
Christ Lutheran Church 
First Sunday of every month, 9:00 a.rn. with Holy Communion 
All other Sundays, 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday School discontinued for the summer - resumes 
Sunday, September 11, 1988 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church ] 
Sabbath School: Pastor. I 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unruh --  635,7313 | 
Divine Service. - Prayer Meeting. I 
' Saturday'11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:0Op.m. I i  
EvangelicalFree Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a .m.  
Sunday Services: 
8:30 a.m. / 11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sharks Street 
Pastors: 
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
KnoxUnited Church 
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. 
Sunday khool: 
10:30 a.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister: 
Stan Bailey 
Youth Group: 
6:30 p.m. 
635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eady Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Associate Paston 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
Pastor:. 
John Caplln 
Cliff Siebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
635-2434. 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible khool: Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 a.m. Ass't Pastor:Douglas GInn 
Divine Worship: ! 1:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministr ies.  Home Bible Studies • visitatiOn 
4923 Agar Avenue 635'7727 
I 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting" 7:00 p,m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Welsh Avenue 6~5-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Scrvl©ee: -+ Pastor:. 
rl1 a,m. & 5 p.m. Peter Slays -- 635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a,m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635.6173 
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Aluminum cans like this one are worth $1,600 a ton --- 
valuable enough to cover the costs of a city-wide recycling 
program. 
Environment Minister Bruce 
St rachan recently announced 
plans for a public discussion of 
municipal garbage disposal 
practices. "We need a long-term 
strategy which will not only ad- 
dress immediate, local prob- 
lems, but take us into the next 
century," he said in releasing a 
discussion paper on better ap- 
proaches to solid waste disposal. 
One of the more promising 
options uggested in the paper is 
the municipal-wide recycling of 
glass, cans, and newspapers, but 
implementing this type of plan 
may prove to be a challenge for 
Terrace. 
by Charlynn Toews 
The major problem is the long 
distances we would have to 
transport the materials to recycl- 
ing centres in the south. Tei'race 
Recycling operator Harry 
Sharyk says "the cost is especial- 
ly high for cardboard, because 
it's so bulky." Shipping re- 
cyclablc materials is more feas- 
ible for communities within a 
few hundred miles of Van- 
couver. 
However, the Sharyk family 
does successfully operate the ser- 
vice as a small business, since 
taking over from Community 
Services about two years ago. 
Terrace area residents drop off 
used glass bottles which soft 
drink manufacturers pick up, 
and wine bottles or foreign beer 
bottles are broken up here, then 
shipped to the interior two or 
three times a year, where it's 
made into new jars or other glass 
containers. 
Beer cans arc recycled through 
the Terrace company with a con- 
tract with the breweries. 
It's aluminum cans, especially 
soft drink cans, that could be the 
answer to expanding recycling in 
Terrace or other communities 
where transportation costs are 
high, according to the executive 
director of the Coalition for 
Recycling and Litter Control. 
"Aluminum cans are worth 
$1600 a ton (compared to $50 a 
ton for steel cans like those used 
for soup) and they can generate 
a lot of money tO pay for the 
whole system," John Nixon said 
from Vancouver. 
How much would such a re- 
cycling program cost for Ter- 
race? Special "blue boxes" used 
by residents to hold the cans, 
bottles and paper cost $5 each. 
The curb-side pick-up would 
consist of a regular garbage 
truck followed by a specially 
equipped recycling truck. A 
truck capable of serving 8,000 
homes would cost about 
$60,000, but Nixon figured a 
town the size of Terrace could 
get away with using a small van. 
He also said that stockpiling 
materials to cut down on the 
number of trips south would 
reduce transport costs, though 
he admitted the long distances 
do pose a problem. 
Nixon said about 50 percent 
of people throw away aluminum 
cans rather than returning them 
for deposit. The Coalition 
est imates such recyclable 
materials make up about 20 per- 
cent of our province's garbage, 
taking up valuable landfill 
space. 
Stu Christensen with the City 
of Terrace said that such a 
recycling program likely 
wouldn't mean any immediate, 
direct savings for our area, but 
in the long term it would mean 
the landfill wouldn't be filled up 
as quickly, necessitating finding 
more land. In the short-term, 
though, recycling "probably 
would bring the cos1; down only 
minimally. We would still need a 
man and equipment at the land. 
fill to do the levelling. The 
reduced time would not be that 
substantial." 
Christensen also cited 
transportation costs as a factor. 
He said any move to municipal 
recycling should start with a 
cost/benefit analysis to deter- 
mine the feasibility. 
The provincial government's 
discussions on solid waste man- 
agement will Start in mid to late 
September, when meetings will 
be scheduled around B;C. 
Ministry of Environment 
spokesperson Ronald Kawalilak 
explained that provincial sup- 
port for municipal solid waste 
management could include 
funding cost studies and plan- 
ning projects. A capital grant 
could cover the cost of the blue 
boxes and promotional 0r 
educational expenses. 
Harry Sharyk .~aid i t  would 
take money, litteringand recycl- 
ing laws, and education to make 
a recycling program work. The 
Coalition's John Nixon is op- 
timistic about the possibilities: 
"It 's a viable system with 
tremendous potential." 
I]/VELCOM[ TO'THE 52% TAX BRACKET. 
We don't suppose that anyone feels 
"welcome" at the thought of entering the 52% 
tax bracket. But the truth is, every time you 
open a beer, that's how much of it is going to 
Federal and Provincial taxes. 
In fact, 52% is the national average Since 
the recent provincial tax hike here in British 
Columbia, we're actually paying more than 56%, 
which is one of the highest rates anywhere in 
the free world. • ~ 
To get specific; of the $10.80" Canadians 
pay for 12 bottles of domestic beer, $5.62 goes to 
Federal and Provincial taxes, $221 is spent 
on production, $1.08 on labour, 86¢ on sales and 
distribution and 76¢ goes to packaging and 
recycling. The brewer makes !7¢ profit on the 
case, or 1.4¢ per bottle 
We think beer taxes are already too high 
and shouldbe kept from climbing higher. And we 
wanted you to knowthe facts, so that next ime 
anyone suggests raising taxes on beer, you can ask 
yourself what's fair. 
• Prices may vary by brand and region. 
IF YOU THINK THE TAX ON BEER IS UNFAIR, 
LET US KNOW. 
We'd like to hear your opinion. If you believe 52% tax on beer is 
already too high, and you'd like to see something done about keep- 
ing it from climbing higher please fill in this form and send it to us. 
Name [] Yes, I think the tax 
. . . .  on beer is too high. 
Address. 
city 
Prov. :~ Postal Code 
Mail this fo~ ~ to~ The Brewers of Canada 
[] res, I'd like more 
information about 
beer and taxation. 
: P.O. Box 82518, Burnaby I 
British Columbia V5C 9Z9 
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With the help of a Terrace District Credit Union volunteer, 
Ejay and Justin Johnson both won prizes at the only [ .+ (,MOMMYRIc.H.~ToSWATVpE~/~,aE~,ERVE~IlIS,TALL YES, M,SSY:.,.  [ / ; l ' J~[ - -7~~~~ / 
business-operated activity at the Children's Festival last ~ THIS FLY@ " "roBE: • 
Sunday. l . . . . . . .  ' ' , ~ " l SWATTED/. 7.,, 
. 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
Howard  l I "',4//the s~pp/ies yo~ need" J ~ 1 ~'~ l l lC~l l l~  E For th  By Greg  
+1 4610 Lazelle Ave. 
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• 3 Touchdowns. ,bt~. ~ " [1":~ '1"d I~ \ 
' " "~"  ' "" '  ~ i I '~ ~°d/+l>U'~ J / ~ ~oU'¢ " 
9 Fllhe¢ 6 Oemhwln l 
12 Conjunction ? F-Jowe, part ,t | f~  I J o t  1"1~ ~ ~ '  ~ ' 
13 Soup 6 Planter " I 
, . . , , -  .o , . .0 , -  
~5 ~¢st le~ 10 ___ Parseghlsn 
|? ~ l k .  11 Rulerol Tunis * ' l ' 18 Bdllslh nul f l l lon ls l '  l 16 Sun. 5p. • , 
119 Or'Inks 20 Foil . . . . . . . . . .  .---- -" 
21 ___.Khan 21 Scalpel '; " ' . : i.'!- 
l 24  T~ ~S~ 22  Encouraged - ' 
HInsen's dlsPase 23 English lawyers ~ . . . . . . .  + ' . ~ I / 
"" ' " ' " .  = "  .o,. . . .  - , ,, ..oo,o...,. "  * ' "  "°"" ..o.,  , o .... I Andy  Capp By Reggie S m ythe I 
31 InlemMional Geog. 47 Am. waller 34 Town In Scotland 
fl~selrch Expedition. 49 Stone age p~iod 3T Tilled . , 
Inll. 54 Se l l  god 39 Blemishes - 
33 Dote SS Eroded 42 Dreary 
35 Small case 56 Eggs 44 Ultimate. abbr. 
35 Wild o ST Years. ;~bbr, 47 Work at steadily 
38 Alflrmallve 58 Prepare lot cooking 48 Over 
40 S.shaped worm 59 Decade 5n Native. suffix . 
41 Revised 51 Verywarm 
43 Studies DOWN 52 1 have.contr. 
45 RUSS. rulm 
46 Cornwall mine 1 Angry 53 Container 
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-Chief negotiator .meets With-Terrace management 
suspended talks recently to seek remain the main areas of dis- The government negotiator that around Labour Day talks 
a strike mandate from its agreement. Plecas said the said, that while a strike vote is will resume, "reality will find its 
members, union's argument that BCGEU always a serious matter, this is a place," and an agreement will 
Plecas said the meeting with members suffered more than pattern BCGEU-government ne- then be reached within a week to 
goverriment managers Waste ex- others under wage constraints gotiations have tended to take ten days. 
plain the government's and was not true. A Ministry of over the years. He's confident 
union's latest proposals and to Labour graph showing changes 
get management i put. "The in annual wages indicated that 
people who live and work closely BCGEU incomes kept pace with 
with the members know what's the private sector from 1982 to 
going on in the area." In travels 1987. The union wants the 17 
throughout the province so far, percent increase as a catch-up 
Plecas and negotiating team for their years under legislated 
member Gary Moser have been wage constraint. 
told that most union members Privatization concerns of the 
arenot interested in a strike -- union were met by a range of 
• they just want a fair settlement, choices proposed by the govern- 
Managers 'aiso Said the union ment. 'Instead of fighting the 
wage demand for 17 percent in issue, out in the courts, and 
Bob Pleoas hopes man- the first year is excessive and not waiting :fo.r the decision of the 
agement input regarding, responsible, B.C.-Court of APpeal and pos- 
BCGEU cont ract  talks will They were in Cranbook, siblythesupremeCourt of Can- 
lend emphasis  and clarity Castlegar, Kel0wna and Kam- ada, Plecas said "It's an issue, 
• to the negotiations, loops on Monday, and Terrace, so let's discuss it and put it in the 
Prince George and Fort St. John collective agreement." BCGEU 
Bob Plecas, chief government last Wednesday. Although the president John Shields had call- 
negotiator, was in Terrace meetings won't change any of ed the government's latest pro- Karen Karu arrived back in'rerra©e Sunday after spending a
August 9 to meet with about 45 the proposals already on the posal "an insult" that only gave year in Australia as a Rotary exchange student. Pictured 
non-union civil servants to table, Plecas said managers' members "choices on how they above are Karen (left), her mother and sister, and Rotarian 
discuss the current status of con- views would help lend emphasis want to lose their jobs," before Wayne Epp. Rotary President Gerry Martin and Rotarians 
tract negotiations. The B.C. and clarity on the issues, calling for the strike vote August Mark Twyford, Darryl Laurent, Harold Cox and Bob Wilkin- 
Government Employees Union Both wages and privatization 2 .  son were also on hand to welcome Karen home. 
• ~,  
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BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING . : :i:i .: 
• These Ads appear In the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
• • ~ Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,000,000 home8 and a potential two million readers. 
$159. for 25 Words ($3. per* each ' additional word) Ca l lThe  Ter race  Rev iew at  635-7840 " : .  . . . .  , , , - : ,  - 
• . .... BUSINESS Water well drillinflrig, Chl- HELP WANTED Relocation assistance is two publishers are required 
AUTOMOTIVE OPPORTUNITIES cage Pneumatic, "1"650 with O " ~ e ~ n $  Hund- available. Further inform'a- immediately. Apply to: R.J. 
Truck Logger's Special. 4 ~ ,,.,., . . . . .  air. Complete with service reds of top paying ~nsltlon8 tlon is available by calling (Bob) Grainger, General. 
1987 and 61986 Western n=,,,,,,,,~,.=,~ ,.,,o,.ooo, Read " ,...,. , . . , . . .  ,..,.,.- D.,, =..,,. truck and all tools, y to All occupations. ~r~ de- collect to: BElan.C..ru!se (6~..) Manager, Cariboo Press, 
Stars available. 425 Oat/Re- , . .uu  Lu . . .u  . .u .oo  . . ,~  , , , , . , I  4 -88  3 ~.,]',... r,.,,,,,,=,,, o=, ,,,, Qotowork. (604)49 1 .  tails Overseas Employ- 997-2581..Qua,ties appll- 188 N. 1st Avenue, 
tarderl20 speed148 rears. ,-,,,o,w,,...-p-..,-..,,-,, -.-'- -~ =:nn ea,© =J,=r, . '-'"n*' Services De~'t CA cants are mvlted TO mrwara Williams Lake, B.C. V2G on ,~ t ra l f l lnn  L O W  Invest  r v n  v , -=, . , . ,  i . i l vv ,  i l l , ,  • , e ,  • i . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  i _ . . _  Financing and rigging avail . . . .  =. " r - Box 460, Mount Re al, Que- resumes slatmg prewuu= 1Y8. 
able. Transpo 1-800-663- cent. High return. 1-800- Ca)orad ..Weight loss e od h~. H~a ~R7 ~.:11 tnll work experience to: British P'-~SONAI~ 
661-8894. uc ts -  Hot =~ummer :~pec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 5166. ~ lal $39 95 Also water purl-  free 1-800-361-2461. Columbia Forest Products 
"New and used trucks avail- Be Inaepenoentt ir you are flcation" s'ystems for home Limited, Employee Rela- 
able w/steady year round ambitious arid looking ;or a and institutions Call 1 (416; Mobile Home Park Carets- tl0ns Department, Box 310, Filipino Lady 37 wishes to 
contracts. Low Interest career that is highly prt~,it- -387 2377 Write 64 Flamin- ker. Prefer retired couple. Mackenzie, B.C. VOJ 2C0. meet sincere gent for mar-" 
rates, 12.9% and up O.A.C. able and fun, call (4_16)827- do ~rlve~ Hamilton, Ont Must have. mobile home: In Certified Millwright - Brl- only.rlage'writeSerl°USp.o. BoxinquIrles1725, 
Good selection of makes and 2660. Ma Cherle i-asnlon [§H-4XT~' .... : . . . . .  " goes nealm, Dusmess orlen- tish Columbia Forest Prod- Kelowna r B.C. V1Y 8M3. 
models. Minimum Invest- Shows Est. 1975 . . . . .  ! B . . . .  G M C ted, friendly, handyman, ucts, Mackenzie Wood Pro- 
cents,  $10,000. Phone . . . . . . . . .  Ilcense(~ 1zuu ua!. Lam.ea -_._._- References. Box 8735, clo ducts Division currently has REAL ESTATE 
Per =iale 4o sea, :139  OPr~;l;g Transpo 1-800-663-5166." ,ul!y equipped .pucc.ess.fu! 195mSpW~;~re:an~r r ~ctc~s" LN~nrtshaleS,h~:rtN~/WSn~0 s f~r  C;~elfirededMai~ - Mill and Planer For Sale on 
12 acres. Forklift, logs in ies,H°ndapowerPartSequipmentand Ai:cessOr-and re~tU[oan~hr;a~)n a/lyumol?~t~n s orles..Heaay to goG°°d,o,uuuC°ndl!/?n'u u V7M 2H4. " plicants'. , i l ,  be certified yard. With or without pro- 
in . . . . . .  millwr0 hts with interprovln- motorcycles. Next day dell- New Hazelton B.C. Build g (604)537-2531. Fire District, General Surgeon for 50 bed ,.=,,= ,,,~ets willinn to work perty. B.C. Interior. Timber 
very to most areas. Very one year old... Call 6048421 ^" I~ox 121, Ganges, B.C. V0S acute, 50 bed long-term, 30 QhitFt: . . . . . . . . .  A stronn' millwrlnht-" available. Will take trades. 
competltlveprices. Toll Free 6697 Reslaence, 160484~.- 1E0. additional beds planned. ;"~";.',,,4=,,,, o~,,~ t,,,,4,o;~l,.o Call before 8:00 a.m. 392- 
- 1-800-663-8164. Carter 6074 Business. H ~ -  Collect to Executive Director ~'r~',n'~u~,T~"h~'~'~;~i~ 2449. 
Honda Langley. - - ,  . . . . . . . .  ~, . . . . .  =, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
EDUCATIONAL fa from Lillooet area. 150 t403)854"3331 or CV to Box ...it" _._..,=:~:t Mackenzie Is a Looking for your place in 
Try your down payment, How To Play Popular Plane tons $80. per ton on the  30, Hanna, Alberta. T0J community of 5,500 p~.ple; the sun? Phone 699-8874 or good financing available, and Organ: New home farm. uontact uavla zorn- ,r'u. • located 120 miles norm or 
"O.A.C. on new and used study course Fast, easy 7032 or Christopher 256- . " " "  --" "el ex er Prince George, B.C. It 690-7365. Three bedroom 
trucks, plenty of work avail- - , - - - ,  ~-..-~-.-,,.,~= Also 4479 wantea tmmeolat y . .P - a full ran • of corn- residential house on 2.9 
able for qualified Class 1 mm,uu. ,~u=,=,, . . . . . . . . .  offers g ienced automotive pa|nters acres of lease land, North 
drivers. Call Moe Kennedy, for electronic keyboards. FOR SALE MISC . . . . . . . . . . .  merclal and recreational ser- F r Free Information write . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tot Norm istana aeamrsn,p Shore of Fraser Lake close 1-604-888-4338. Evenings 1- o , . • vices, as well as some of the Pc ular Music S stems Phone 949-7442, Attn Mr _ P Y . ., Llghtln~ Fixtures Western Etherin-ton : ' best hunting and fishing in to water. Hydro, plumbing, 
604-421-6756. Studio #4, 3284 Boucnerm Canada s laraest" display u . B.C. The position pays telephone, fully furnished. 
Truck financing a problem? ~/ahtot0e~]aulee s . Ing Is bellevlng. Let our in-house financing Rl~t~d " ' Ke!°wna' B .C .  V lZ  a;vClal=~)? ;" F~re. Housewives, Mothers, Inter- j$2u?~01,,pe;~°)u.r '~tff~eti~en Garden spot and shed. See- 
put you behind the wheel of Diploma correspondence: bur? HLiaghlin~]gs C~)nt~, B4:rnO(). ~tesdtarPters°?l~ngLa~ysm°~t(~ l )~eSat(~ $2~11~1 }~u:y ~: the LTL9000 of your choice, ', 
O.A.C. Down payment re- eree camnoar. Hign ~cnool _,.. ,, ,-. ;Y,;,., ,,..= n,....~ gifts at home partms this 1990) have recently been SERVICES 
quired. Phone Steve or upgrad ing ,  acco.untlng, ,=u,~b,%;,~;,vu~' ..r,,u. r , , , .o  year. No investment, dell- negotiated As well, a gen- 
Brian collect (604)525-3481. management, administra- ,- . -aau,~. verles, or money collection, erous benefit package is "ICBC Offered me $3,500. 
Buyllesse any gas, diesel t_lon, sec.retarlal, computers: . . . . . . . . . . . .  (519)258-7905. nrovlded for all emnlovees bStablisned 1964. Natlonai Approxh-natew 1,uuu ~e.ra- r,_, . . . .  , . . . . .  ,.,;.~.... ,~; Carey Linde got me $194,- 
car or truck, new or used. College, 444 Robson, Van- talc. molds and pouring HELP WANTED . nu~u=u~,~'u"p,,~h=~r*~n'~nrm~ = " 000.", G.N. - Abbotsford. 
Direct from volume factory couver, 688-4913 to l l  free equipment. Very gooa con- , .^ . , , , . . .4  -....,.,.,..,. ,,,= ~'..=~'";.="~,,~=&'~;;.-'h,;-;.'~',ii;,-,, Vancouver Lawyer Carey 
dealer. Call for pre-approv- ~ ann rm71OR194 hnHr8 d|flOll" Sacrifice sale Phone ,,o,,,,o,= ,o,~ ..... =. - u,,- ,,,,, ,o . . . . . . . . . .  ; ....... u Llnde (since 1972) has Free 
ed credit. Call collect 464- " " - - ' " "  . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ;" .;n, :=,,= .n=, ,,,. ,,,,~,... r,n~ tish Columbia Forest Pro- collect to: Brian Cruise (604) Information. Phone 1.684- 
0271. D5231. Free: 1988 guide to etude)- "'lUl~t'h~;e"C"a;tlen'ar,'B"(;" ducts, Mackenzie Wood 997-2581. Qualified appli- 
at-home cor~'espondence ~/1N 1J6 "' " ' " Products Division currently cants are Invited to forward 7798. Second Opinions Glad- 
$1" Down leases a new car or Diploma courses for presti- ~ .h.aS. an op.ening for a Ce.rl(- resumes stating prev!o.u.s ly Given. 
truck. Seven year warranty, glous careers: Accounting, Tram-,,ll-'-,, ~,,r ho,.kuord ties uencnman, ine premr- WOrK experience to urltlsn ICBC Injury Claims? call 
Payments from $139.1Mo. AIrconditionlng, Bookkeep- FamilY" Fun" and Fit~ess;'14 red....appl/cant will be s Columb!a Forest Products Dale Carr-Harrls - 20 years O.A.C. Cal l  lease manager ing, Business, Cosmetology, fnn, ~ i='"*""  "r:-n ~;~"*" qual,lea uencnrnan wtm ex- Limited, I::mployee Hem- 
at (604)465-8931. DL5584. Electronics, LegallMedical ~;6"60 "~ia"r'rantv'"l~l'o~e'v- perlence work/n~ with thin tlons Depart_me..nt;.Box310, a trial lawyer with five years 
BUSINESS Secretary Psychology, Tra- , . - -~ ' -  . . . . .  , . L "  r,^,, .^'.. Ken ~aws. MacKenzie is a MacKenzle~ u.u. vu~ ~,~u. medical school before law. - u.-~ uu=,..mt,~, u=,,-=,)- 0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
OPPORTUNITIES vel. Gran{on (1A) 1()~5 West ¢25 Orderin,, or add=*lonal community of 5,500 people, 
$$$$$ Write your own pay Georgia St. #2002, Vancou- ~',~;~,,~,,,,,,,~,,** "r,~=',~,,,,= located 120 miles north of Are you looking for a perlenced In head Injury 
cheque. Park Avenue Prod- ver. :i"-800-268-1121. inc,""l:oHfr~' 1~(~7' -6~1" .  Prince George, B.C. It of- chance to further your car- and oth~r major claims. Per- 
uctlons requires one or two - " L ~  " fers a full range of commer- eer in the newspaper busl- centage fees available. 
self-motivated Individuals in • URHDEI~IIN~I clal and recreational ser- nose? Do you want to man- i 
vices. As well as some of age a newspaper? Have you 
your area to supply estab-. Greenhouse and Hydroponic the best hunting and fishing got sales experience In the TRAVEL 
Iished accounts. Full or EQUIPMENT AND Equipment and Supplies- In B.C. The position pays newspaper industry? If the 
par t - t ime oppor tun i t ies  MACHINERY The most complete selection $20.63 per hour (effective answers to these questions Snowbirds; Two free nights available. Sales experience helpful but training ip prey- 300 and 4'()0 KW Diesel in Canada. Low prices, plus July 1, 1988). Rate in- are yes, an opportunity has parking, Yuma, Arizona in- 
ided. First year earning pc- generators. Lease for as low we are a Gold Card retailer, creases to $21.76 (July 1, come your way. One of cludes all luxury facilities; 
as $7. per KW per month. Send $2. for catalogue and 1989) and $22.96 (July 1, western Canada's leading Writ, e now for no obligation 
tentlal $35,000. to $75,000. Can engineer your require- free magazine to Western 1990) have recently been newspaper companies, has details, Roger's R.V.  Re- For confidential interview call us now. (416)756-7796 cents. Phone (604)434- Water Farms, 1244 Seymour negotiated. As well, a Den- openings for aggressive sort, Box 369, Aldergrove, 
or .(416)756-2111. 8069. Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6B erous benefit package Is sales people and publishers. B.C. V0X 1AO. ' 
,. 3N9. 1-604-682-6636. provided for all employees. Several miss i)ositlons and 
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[ Class i f ied  Ads  -had .no  ,, Mondby, i p.m, I L h " "d I I 
I I  As e public ~rvlce the Te, rm~ RmJhm, will print free of charge any ed 0flaring to share; ~ i~ / I 
Hay For Sale I something with the community (eg., rides, child core, fr,e Items). In addition them will be-" ~ . • 
I all alfa mix, I no charge for "Lost & Found" or for ads placed by Individuals Seeking work. i i " 
round or square bales. Priced I RA11S:Non'dl!play'perissue:$4.00for30"w0rdsorle", additional : ~/ i I 
doper inl on quantity. Phone • words S~.eo~. : -~ / : .  ~ I 
B46.5~. D,_.(( toni[ gs. . 9121p I i Display per Issue: $4.75 per column i n c h . .  : :-i/..: : i 
Hay. I ,w :rop now ready ~ Kozler I .We rele~e the right to cla,ily, edit or refuse ony advertisement, " .... / !  "' "~ I 
Farm. $3.00 per bale off the field. • lrlll~4S. Payment with order unlels otherwise a r r a n g e d . . *  ~ ~. ~* • 
• Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Greig Ave., : " • 
Phone 635-3380. 8131 p Terrace. B.C. V8G I M7 . • 
CKC Chocolate Labs, ready to go to 
approved homes only. Phone 
Alfalfa and f ixed hay, in 
e nding 
8 550, eve ngs. 
Hay. New crop now ready at Kozler 
847-3595. 8124p 
Purebred Lab puppies, now ready 
for good homes. CKC registered, tat- 
tooed and first shots, good quality. 
$3001each. Phone 847.9070. 8131p 
Wanted: E.gllsh Springer Spaniel 
pup, prefer male. Phone 846-5115, 
911 p 
Moving, must give away good 
natured shepherd 7 moe. old to fatal. 
ly country home. Phone 687-7268. 
81240 
Excellent home hey, $1.75 per bale. 
Phone 846-9349. 9121 p 
Registered Slberan Husky puppies; 
12 weeks old, 1 brown-eyed male & 1 
blue-eyed female. Asking $250 each. 
Phone 635-4366. 9/2 
Quit Smoking Nowl 
Quit without cravings. No need for 
weight gain. No tapes, no hypnosis. 
Money back guarantee. For app't. 
call 638.8608. 8124c 
R.L. (Bob) Jackman 
Project Consulting 
Executive Search 
Personnel & Training 
Business Services 
D.G. (Danny) Sheridan 
Project Consulting 
Property Management 
Real Estate Consulting 
Management Training 
Sheridan Jaekman 
Consultants l , c .  
Ste. A, 4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VgG IP4 
Bus. (604) 635-9511 
8/31o 
Looking for staff? 
Try us first. Full time or 
temporary accounting, 
clerical, computer and 
secretarial. 
635-9511 
GOING CONCERN 
Service Industry Business 
in Prince Rupert 
Established 16 years 
Owner's income $50,000 
and growing 
Apply to File 25 
clo Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
8/17c 
1981 Datsun 2102~ T-roof, all power 
options, new tires, mint condition, 
$9,700 o.b.e. Phone 638-1329 after 4 
p.m. 8/2,4p 
1973 Lincoln C~ntlnental Mark IV. 
Fully loaded, new tires, tune-up, .ex- 
cellent running condition. $_(~O 
o.b.e. Phone 638-7238. . 9ff~o 
1979 Mallbu Classic, good running 
cond., good rubber, 4-door, good 
shape, excellent highway car. Ask- 
Ing $750 o.b.e. Phone 638-8398 tfnc 
1982 VW Rabbit hatchback, 5.speed, 
low mileage, ex. cond. $4,000 o.b.e. 
Phone 638-2074. 8117p 
1985 Chevy Spectrum, ex. condition. 
Asking $6,200. Phone 638-4269 or 
635-3454. 8/24p 
1980 Renault Le Car, 4.speed stand- 
ard, sunroof, Pioneer tape deck, six 
tires on rims. Very economical. 
$1,700 o.b.e. Phone 635-9533 even- 
Ings. 8124p 
1974 4.door Chevy Nova, mag rims, 
cassette stereo. Asking $1,20Q. 
Must be seen. Phone 638-8210 after 
5 p.m. 9121p 
1981 Toyota Tercel, runs well, new 
radial tires. Asking $2,700, o.b.e. 
Contact lan In Prince Rupert at 
624-2441. 8117p 
1988 Chev Cavalier 7.24; 9,000 kms, 
transferable 3 year warranty, every 
option except cruise. Must sell:ask- 
ing $16,000. Phone 624-2024. 9/2 
1988 Chew Caprice Classic; fully 
loaded, only 18,000 km. Asking 
$20,000. Phone 632-7346. 9/2 
1979 blue XR7 Cougar; tight, ex 
send, new battery, 53,000 miles. 
Phone 638-8347 after 6 pro. 9/2 
1974 Plymouth Valiant; good runn- 
ing condition. Make offer. Phone 
635-3328. 9/2 
1972 Plymouth Fury station wagon; 
440 magnum, automatic, ps, pb, no 
rust, new dual exhaust & battery, 
good running condition. Asking $700 
obo. Phone 635-3524. 9/2 
MARINE ELECTRIC LTD. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
PARTS PERSON 
Required for 
Houston, B.C. 
Experience required in 
Automotive, Industrial 
& Truck Parts. 
Good Corn~)any Benefits and 
Potential for Advancement. 
Please contact: Henry MeJnts 
Auto Marine Electric Ltd. 
Box 459 
Houston, B.C. 
Telephone: 845-2247 
Required 
An experienced tire person 
• in truck and O.T.R.. 
Advancement possibilities 
Apply in person or send resume 
to: 
Contract Tire Ltd. 
943 Chamberlin Ave. 
Prince Rupert, B.C. vgJ 4J4 
Phone (604) 627-8473 
8/17C 
PROGRAM MANAGFJR 
A challenging opportunity exists in the Pacific Northwest 
managing a training and employment service for both the 
business community and severely employment disadvantaged 
participants. 
Job Description: Reporting to the Terrace & District 
Community Services Society administrator, the program 
manager will be responsible for program implementation, 
administration, development and marketing. Duties include. 
supervision of staff, liaison with appropriate government 
agencies and personnel, marketing of the program, and its 
trainees to the business community and other agencies, 
maintenance of records and the preparation of reports and 
documentation as required. A full job description is available 
upon request. 
Qualifications: Minimum post-secondary degree, or 
equivalent work experience in the human services or, business 
administration fields or a minimum of 5 years business 
experience. Strong interpersonal, communication and • 
marketing skills, Self-motivated with ability to motivate 
others.' Computer literacy an assetbut not necessary. Above 
all, the ability to be a team player and to think creatively and 
innovatively. Candidate must undergo a •criminal record 
check. 
Salary: $34,000 - $36,000 depending on qualifications. 
Closing Date: August 20, 1988. 
This position is for a one year term with the possibility of 
extended employment. 
Forward resumes and references to: .~ ..... . 
Mr. Detlef Beck ~/ ? :i'.: 
In,oroonn t i/! 
#205 4650 LazelleAvenue 
Terrace, B.C. VgG IS8 
. (604) 635-7995 '- 
HELP WANTED 
We have a full time job 
for a front counter 
salesperson. Applicants 
should have experience 
serving the public •along 
with a pleasant person- 
ality. Background in the 
photographic industry 
would be helpful. Please 
Send applications to 
Sight & Sound in the 
Skeena Mall, 4741 
Lakelse Avenue. s/,~c 
HELP WANTED 
Wehave a full time job 
for a combination car 
stereo installer and 
warehouse person. 
Persons applying should 
have warehouse or in: 
staila~i6n '~ experience, 
but we will train if 
necessary. 
Please send applications 
to Sight & Sound in the 
Skeena Mall, 4741 
Lakelse Avenue. s/,?c 
A CONVENIENCE 
FOOD STORE 
MANAGER 
is required at Terrace Shell 
Service. Applicants should 
have a minimum of six 
months experience in related 
work environment, including 
reporting for cash, inventory 
control and pricing, and 
staff management skills. A 
complete job description 
may be obtained from and 
resumes are to be submitted 
to: 
Carlyle Shepherd & Co., 
Chartered Accountants 
4548 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C, V8G IP8 
I I 
I I I 
Required 
Night Watch Person 
For information on 
this posit ion, telephone 
798-2214,  Mount  
Layton  Hotspr ings  
Resort, and ask for the 
general manager, s/ , ,o  
: On Cell Workers Nsededl 
Oourse work and experience In 
related fields very deslrable. 
' To arrange for Interviews, contact: 
< Llnda ValCourt, K'san House Coor. 
dlnator', 635.6447 or'Judy MIIner, 
"Osborne Home Administrator, 
&~K.Tno7. 8124¢ 
I I  • 
. Experienced 
'Feller Buncher 
Operator 
and 
Experienced 
Loggmg Truck 
Drivers 
635-6589 
8/17p 
I 
\ 
FOR RENT 
, I. 2 & 3 bedroom @partments 
, Laundry facilities & l~lconles 
, Two blocks.from downtown 
. Rents start at $290.00 
, References required 
Woodland  Apartments 
6154922 or 63S.S224 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 *"0 
I I 
Manor Villa 
Aportments 
now renting 1 &2 bedroom 
suites. Phone 635-4503 
evenings. 
I 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industrial 
1 unit, 951 sq. ft. 
1 unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, 1,735 
sq. ft. each. Some office. 
Keith Ave, & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
For rant or lease: 1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. Lots of parking. 
For further Information phone 
635-3355. tfnp 
Mobile home in Thornhlll for rent. 
Phone 635.4453. 8/24p 
Four.bedroom home. Kleanza sub- 
division. $600 per mon. Includes 
fridge, stove, washer/dryer. 
References and deposit required. 
Reply by Aug. 10 ¢/o Terrace Review, 
Box 7, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 MY. 8/24p 
One-bedroom tumishid unit, in 
Thornhill, $2751mon. Phone 
635-4453. 8/31p 
Two.bedroom trailer In Thornhill 
area, $3501mon. Available Sept.* 1. 
Phone 6384)039 or 635-5959 after 6 
p.m. 9114p 
Three-bedroom tow,house for rent 
Immediately. Close to schools and 
town. No pets. $4501mon. Call 
635-6181. 9/21 p 
One bedroom house in Thornhlll 
Heights, quiet area with a view. 
Washer and dryer hook.ups, frldge 
and stove. Phone 635-5176. 8/i?p 
]F]EI) CLASPS 
Terrace Review-- Wednesday, August 17, 1988 2] 
"Best in Town!" 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
I on_  rom IITw b r mr°m 
$325 p.r ooo,. $360 per month 
• Attractive, spacious, with storage room. 
• Colored appliances and fixtures. 
• Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
M Large balconies with screened patio doors. 
, • Laundry facilities. 
• Security enter-phones and deadbolts. 
• Fully draped and coordinated to w/w carpets. 
• Six channel satellite T.V. 
• Racquet court& 
• Ample parking. 
• References requiced. 
Phone: 635-5968 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
OII furnace converted to gas, good 
running tend. $200 o.b.e. Copper- 
tone range $75. Phone 635-2474. 
8117c 
Baled hay In the field, 60 to 70 pound 
square bales, $3 per bale. Phone 
Terry Storey at 847-9744. 8124p 
Plane ticket -- Terrace to Edmonton 
return. Depart Aug. 21 return 
August 28. Cheap! Must sell. Phone 
635-4541, ask for Ron Bee. 3/17p 
Mlnolte 35ram camera. Fully loaded. 
Auto focus and manual. Two lenses 
and flash. Value $1,500. Must sell 
$700. Phone 635.4432 after 6 p.m. 
9114p 
Commercial vacuum cleaner $175, 
manual typewriter $55, outdoor 
clothes dryer $35, fireplace screen 
36" x 261/4" $25. Inboard jet for river- 
boat $800. Phone 635.3303. 0114p 
Tent trailer with propane stove and 
heater, sleeps 6, fair condition. Ask- 
ing $550 o.b.o. Wood stove -- Sears 
best, safe for kids. Asking $450 
o.b.o. Phone 849-5457 (Kitwanga). 
9114p 
Specially made sewing storage cabi- 
net with cutting table. Must be seen 
to be appreciated. Phone 638.0240 
after 4:30 pm c.~ ~:reekends. 8126 
RSF emlergy -65 w:~od stove, comes 
with fan &. catallytic combustor & 
floor protector, no broken firebricks. 
Asking •$500. Algonquin heavy duty 
trailer hitch, to fit GMC pick.up truck 
comes with ball platform. Asking 
$75. Phone 627-7247. 
912 
1 sat of encyclopedia Britanlca. 
Make offer. Phone 638-8312. 8/26 
600 & 150 gallon fuel tanks complete 
with hose & nozzles. Both $300. 
Phone 846.5741. 8126 
",. As new men's large grey/red all 
leather bike jacket, $300. TwoAtlas 
MKV 75R15 radials on rims, $25/ 
........ : " each. Phone 638-0907 evenings. 
, 912 
Child's car seat, ex cond, $,50. Car 
• • booster seat, $20. Highchair, $20. 
Phone 632-7346. 9/2 
Gibson built.in dishwasher;, neeos 
minor repairs, almond color. Asking 
$75 obo. Phone.,638-0240 after 4:30 
pm or anytime weekends. 9/2 
Vic.creftcolonlal maple sofa & chair 
set. Asking $600. or wlll trade for 
sofa-bed In gd ~cond. Phone 
846.5485. ~2 
Electrolux vacuum, reconditioned, 
$225. Eleotrolux shampooer & pol- 
Isher, very gd cond, $150. Phone 
635-6672. 8/26 
Queen size waterbed; comes with 6 
drawer pedestal, mattress, liner, 
heater, book-case headboard & pad. 
ded side board, covers. Asking $300. 
Phone 627-7247. 9/2 
White desk & dresser, suitable for 
girl age 10 & up. Asking $100. Phone 
638-1903. 8126 
TV stand on wheels, $25. Phone" 
635-9046. 
8126 
Shower doors (2 door type), fits tub 
opening of 58" or less, ex cond. Ask- 
ing $20. Phone 638-8028. 
8/26 
Niagara reclining chair with heat & 
vibrator, $900. Phone 638-8312. 8/26 
Queen size box spring & mattress, 
ex cond, clean. Asking $175. Phone 
638.8312. 8/28 
2 table lamps with matching swag, 
ex cond., $90 for set. Portable 
double-deck tape recorder plus ex- 
tras, like new, $90. Phone 635-2580'. 
8126 
Harvest Gold electric stove, gd 
cond. Asking $100. Phone 632.3805. 
9/2 
Colonial bunk beds; comes with lad- 
der & mattress, $150. Roll-a-way cot, 
comes with cover, $85. Single bed & 
mattress, $50. Phone 638-0907 even- 
Ings. 912 
Lost -- One year old neutered grey 
and white cat. Lost around Terrace 
Trailer Court. Wearing white flea col- 
lar with connector to name tag. 
Please call 638-8356 after 4 p.m. 
8117 
14.foot fiberglas boat, with 55 ' 
hp. Johnson outboard. $2,500 or 
best offer. PhOne 638-8903. 8/24p 
16V=.foot Mlrrorcraft, 70 hp. Mer- 
cury, trailer. Asking $4,500. 
Phone 635-3620. 9121p 
16' "Big Glider" Folbot (kayak- 
canoe); 2 seater, complete with 60 
sq. ft. sailrlg, motor cross bar, 2 
double paddles. Asking $800. Phone 
635-2680 after 6 p.m. 8126 
21' Champion wheelhouse fiber- 
glass boat; comes with sounder, 
VHF, stereo, marine head, 200 hp 
outboard, on trailer. Asking $15,000. 
Phone 624-4726. 912 
Seller will carry financing at 
$3001mo. on better than average 
three bedroom mobile home, with 
10 x 18 master bedroom, natural 
gas, fenced. Phone 638-0800 or 
638-1182. 
tfnc 
1981 Hadey.Davldeen FXR 
1340cc, 5.speed, shovel head, $7,500 
firm. Price includes leather saddle, 
bags, and service manual. Phone 
635-7840. Ask for Mark. tfnp 
University bound -- must sell - -  
1985 Suzuki GSXR 750 Sport Bike, 
$600. Tune.up, new: coil, a!ternator, 
rear.brake pads, and rear tire. ASW 
Ins $3,500 o.b.e. Call 635-4224. 
9/7p 
1986 Honda 194cc Reflex Driven 150 
km, in new condition. Asking $1,450. 
Phone 627-7247. 912 
1985 Suzuki GSX-R 750; 14,000 kin, 
mint condition, very fast, new ex- 
haust system & extras. Asking 
$5,000 obo. Phone 638-0907 even- 
Ings. 
Attractive 3 bedroom home, In Ideal 
location, 2 bathrooms plus enaulte, 
fireplace, fully finished downstairs, 
double-wide driveway, carport. 
Possession Sept. 1. $89,500. 
Appointment only 635-6547. 8/17p 
1974 12'x68' Commodore trailer; 
RSF wood heat, 2 joey shacks. Ask- 
Ing $9,000 obo. Phone 638-1464 
(days) or 635-3615 or 635-6746 (even- 
ings). 8/26 
For Sale: Five acres within city 
limits. Asking $51,000. Phone 
635-3620. 9121p 
CANOE 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. - tfnc 
Quit Smoking Nowl 
Quit without cravings. No need for 
weight gain. No tapes, no hypnosis. 
Money back guarantee. For app't. 
call 638-8608. 8124c 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your alter- 
natives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kitlmat Crisis Line and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfnp 
Abortl~)n Counselling, Information 
and referral service. Fridays 10-12. 
Phone 638-0994. After hours 
635-3487. Confidentiality assured. 
tfn 
MARIE J F.ANNE FleET passed away 
suddenly on July 31, 1988 in her 
home. She was born in 1927 and was 
raised In St. Avellln, Quebec. On 
October 22, 1946 she married 
Gaston Fleet in Valdour, Quebec. 
Marie. Is survived by her husband 
Gaston, three children: Ghislaine, 
Dale and Evo. She Is also survived 
by three'grandchildren: Deanna, 
Cindy and Danny, and three great 
grandchildren: Troy, Alisha and 
Allan. 
Made had come to B.C. In 1951 and 
resided in Quesnel for ten years. She 
then moved to Terrace and lived 
there for 11 years. She then moved 
to Houston, where she passed away. 
Ann MacKay was a close friend to 
Made for the past 25 years. Marie 
really loved her home and family life, 
but when she needed to gather her 
thoughts, she would go down to the 
park behind the Houston Clinic. 
Her closest companion was her dog, 
Soucle. Wherever' Merle went, 
Sou¢le was by her side. 
Marie was a good person, admired 
by her family and fdends and we will 
sorely miss her. 
Funeral services were held AUgUSt 
4, 1988 from the Catholic Church In 
Houston, B.C. with Father Phi,p 
Smith OMI officiating. 
MacKay's Funeral Services Ltd. 
were in charge of the arrangements. 
Cremation following at the Terrace 
Crematorium. ~70 
CARPENTER'S 
SPECIAL 
Three-bedroomtrailer 
on large lot. Drive by 
3969 Simpson Crescent. 
$1"7,900 or best offer. 
Quick sale. Phone 
463-5540 and leave a 
message on machine. 
9/14p 
RENTALS 
Wilderness 
Experience 
For more information contact: 
Ken's Marine 4946 Greig 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
Phone 635-2909. 
1979 motorhome van; self contain- 
ed, 3-way fridge, 4-burner stove & 
oven, furna(~e, captain swivel seats, 
stereo system, sleeps 4, very gd 
ccnd. Asking $10,000. Phone 
635.6672. 8126 
1979 Skylark 5th wheel trailer- 33' --  
1984 Ford 4x4 pickup. $17,000 for 
both or will sell separately. PhOne 
635.4300. 8126 
1983 motorhome van; 3-way fridge, 
stove with oven, furnace, ziebart 
undercoated, low mileage, ex cond. 
Asking $20,000. Phone 624-2423. 912 
I I 
Rarel 65 GMC 4x4, short box, step 
side, 350 - -  4.speed, PTO winch, flip 
front, headers, rollbar, ps.lpb., tilt, 
lift kit, quad shocks, shimmy 
shocks, mud tires, heavy duty diff. 
braces and springs. New paint 
burgundy and silver. Phone 
635-6284, evenings. 9/7p 
1980 Petsrbllt COE.500-KTA, 48,000 
Ibs., Eator ~'~,~T a'~ t" cab. New 
governmef ~UJ [ J JD  with Job in 
Terrace. Asking $4,5,900. Leave 
message at 638-8290. 9/7p 
1876 Jeep Pickup 4 x 4, large 
canopy, Pioneer cassette, good 
solid truck. Lots of recent work witll 
bills to prove, $3,500 o.b.e. Phone 
635-7375 between 9 Lm. and 8 p.m. 
• 9/14p 
198t F250 camper special 34,000 
knls, no rust, auto trans, cruise, 
canopy, dual tanks, ex cond. Asking 
$6,500. or trade for 16' or 17' Cabin 
Cruiser. Phone624-4450... 8/26 
1977 Ford van; customized, ps, pb, 
good brakes, tires & muffler, some 
rust. Asking $2,300. Phone 639.9833. 
BI26 
I I  
Wanted: Berries & Mushrooms for 
cash. For more info. contact 3779 
River Dr. between 4 & 6 p.m. In 
Kltlmat --  John Bogaert, 23 Turney, 
632.o329; In Hazelton, Earl or Ray, 
3136 S~rgent Cres., 842.5409 after 6 
p.m. 9/14c 
Two.bedroom house by quiet work- 
Ing couple with 2 year old. Will pay 5 
8 months in advance. Phone 
t835-5594. 9114p 
Reasonably priced 3/4 bedroom 
house close to or in Terrace by re- 
sponsible non-drinking, non- 
smoking family by Sept. 1. Phone 
632-2291. 912 
1980 XT 500 Honda carrying rack, 
needs.work, $400 obo. Zenith floor 
model apace command system 3, re- 
mote zoom, mute 16 remote. Pal0 
$1,500. asking $600 obo. Phone 
632.7319. 8/26. 
$ Opportunity $. Good extra Income. 
$$ High Income career $$. For info. 
write J.R., Box 80940, S. Burnaby, 
B.C. V5H 4K1. 8117p 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Environment 
Waste Management 
NOTICE OF APPROVAL 
NO. NE-0228 
ISSUED UNDER THE 
PROVISIONS OF THE 
• WASTE MANAGEMENT ACT, 
S.B.C. 1982, c.41 
IN THE NAME OF 
SKYLINE EXPLORATIONSLTD. 
Take notice that Approval No. NE-0228 has 
been Issued. The Approval authorizes the 
discharge of treated gold mill tellings 
and tellings pond supernetant to a taiUngs 
impoundment and to Johnny Creek, respec- 
t rely within Mineral Claim Reg. 3, Llard 
Mining Division, Br t sh Columbia dur ng 
the period from July 22, 1988 to September 
21, 1988. 
A copy of the Approval may be viewed at the 
Waste Management Branch Office, 3726 
Alfred Avenue, Smithere, B.C. (telephone• 
847.7260) during normal business hours. 
Dated at Smlthere this lOth day of August, 
1988. 
T. Roberts, P. Eng: 
Assistant Regional Waste Manager 
8117c. 
HIGHWAYS- TENDERS 
Electoral District: Atlln 
Highway District: Deeee Lake 
Project or Job Number:. J5307C-53/88 
Project or Job Description: Brushing 
Highway Right.of-Way within the Good 
Hope Lake Foreman Area, Dease Lake 
District. 
Lowest or any Tender not necessarily 
accepted. 
Tender Opening Date/Time: September 07, 
1988 at 2:00 p.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or  Certlned Oeposlt 
Cheque Is not required.. " r p 
Tender documents with envelope, plans, 
specifications and condltl0ns of tender are 
available free of charge ONLY from Deasa 
Lake Highways District :Office, Stlklne and 
Commercial .Avenue, Deese. Lake, B.C, 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:00 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except H011daye. :
Phone number of originating office: 
771.4511. 
Pra.Tender meeting will be held at: Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways, District 
Office, corner of Stlklna end Commemlal 
Avenue, Deaee Lake, B.C. 
Care/Time: September 01,1988 at 10:00 s.m. 
Tenders wil l  be opened at Deasa Lake, 
Ministry of Trsnsportatlon and Highways, 
corner of Stlklne and Commercial Avenue, 
Oeue I~ke, B.C. V0G 1L0, 
D.P. Stead 
i)lstrict Highways Manager 
Ministry Official 
8/31c 
I 
Ask for the Classified 
6 /'6 weeks =.=.== 
@ ,°.n.o, 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Forests & Lands 
~::- i~ ~ ~  :VACANT RESIDENTIAL 
' CROWN LAND 
FOR SALE 
- .  : "  
Lands File: 6403137 
The Ministry of Crown Lands will conduct a public lot draw of four 
residential lots located in Thornhlll, B.C.,fronting on Crescent 
Street. The lot draw will be held as follows: 
Date: August 29, 1988 
Time: 7.t)0 p.m. 
Location: Board Room, Regional District of Kltimet-Stlkine, 300 - -  
4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Information packages and registration forms for the Lot Draw may 
be obtained from: 
Mr. E. Opal 
Manager, Development and Marketing 
3726 Alfred Avenue 
Bag 5000 
Smlthera, S.C. V0J 2N0 
Telephone: 847.7334 : l . . . .  
OR 
Regional District of Kltlmat-Stlkine 
300 - -  4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 4E1 
,, : Telephone: 635-7251 
i i  
Ministry of Crown Lands 
Honourable Howard Dirks 
. . . . . .  " 81240 
MINISTRY.  OF  CROW~ LANDS 
SEALED TENDERS for the project described below, address to the Department of 
Transport and endorsed with the project name and contract number, will be received 
until the specified closing date. Tender documents can be obtained through Regional 
Superintendent, Materiel Management, P.O. Box 220, Room 742, 800 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. on payment of the applicable deposit. 
TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES: 
PROJECT LOCATION: 
PROJECT NUMBER: 
CONTRACT NUMBER: 
THE WORK INCLUDES: 
INSTALLATION OF ELECTRIC HEAT IN AIR 
TERMINAL BUILDING AND COMBINED SERVICES 
BUILDING AND INSTALLATION OF STATIC 
GROUNDING SYSTEM IN APRON. 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. 
S1-P152-OO93/S1"PI52"0094 
88-1-61 
REPLACEMENT OF TWO (2) OIL FIRED FURNACES" 
WITH ELECTRIC FORCED AIR FURNACES IN THE 
AIR TERMINAL BUILDING WITH ALL ASSOCIATED 
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL WORK. THE 
SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF EIGHT (8) 
VERTICAL ELECTRICAL BLOWER HEATER UNITS 
AND BASEBOARD HEATERS IN THE COMBINED 
SERVICES BUILDING WITH ASSOCIATED 
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS. 
THE SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OFSIX (6) 
STATIC GROUNDING UNITS IN THE APRON. 
TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES: ALAN HERRING, P. ENG. 
PHONE: 666-5718 
TENDER ENQUIRIES: PHONE: 666-5661 
FAX: 666-6476 
TELEX: 04-54320 
CLOSING DATE: -- SEPTEMBERS, 1988, 1500 HOURS VANCOUVER TIME 
DEPOSIT: $50.00. This deposit must be made in the form 
of a cheque made payable to the order of the 
Receiver General for Canada and will be released 
on return of the documents in good condition 
within 14 days from the date of tender opening, 
Tender documents may be obtained from Room 742, P.O. Box 220, 800 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2J8, Telephone: 66b-5661. 
Tender documents may also be seen at Amalgamated Construction Association of 
B.C., 2675 Oak Street, Vancouver, B.C.; Prince Rupert Construction Assn., 739-2ed 
Ave., •Prince Rupert -- Buckley Valley Lake Construction Assn., 4124 Railway Ave., 
Smlthers - Northern B.C. Construction, 3851-18th Ave., Prince George - Terrace- 
Kitlmat Construction, 4416 Legion Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
To be considered each tender must be submitted in duplicate on the forms supplied 
by the Department, and must be accompanied by the security specified on the tender 
documents. 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted• 
8/17C 
~.~. .  
". HUKS-KUM-OL HOUSING SOCIETY 
The Muks-Kum-OI Housing Society Invites tenders for 
the construction of ten (10) single family dwellings 
throughout the City of Terrace. 
Plans, •specifications, etc. may be obtained upon 
payment of a certified cheque, cash, or money-order in 
the  amount  o f  f i f ty  ($50)  do l la rs .  
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be 
• accepted. 
Closing date for acceptance of tenders is Wednesday, 
August 24, 1988, 2:30 p.m. 
Information may" be obtained at: 
• Ste. A, 4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P4 
Telephone: 638-8339 
n 
• :•• i~ ,, .... 
- • . . . .  . . . 
Province of 
Bdtlsh Oolumble 
MIn!qtry of 
' ::..-.' ,'::,~..1ForNts: 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders.for the.construction of .five 
(5) kllometrce of Class e Forest Road on 
the Vandyke Forest Selvloe "Road, .107. 
kllomstrse North of Kltwenga'on Highway 
37 will be received by the District Manager 
at the Kelum Forest. District Office, 
310.4722 Lakelee Ave.,.Termce, D.C., VSO 
1fl6 up to 2:00 p~m, (local time) on Friday, 
September 2, 1988 end opened in pub!lo at 
that time. 
Tender documents with envelopes, plans, 
specifications and conditions of tender are 
available only from .the Kalum District 
Office, Ministry of Forests, Terrace during 
office hours. A Bid Deposit of 10 percent of 
the tender amount will be a~conditlon of 
tender acceptance, 
enquiries should be directed to Don Vetoer, 
Contract Officer. et 638-3290, Iio tender 
shell be considered having any qualllylnO 
'clauses whatsoever and the lowest or any 
tender will not ne0euarUy be accepted. 
- 8/170 
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NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
. • - • . ~  
is offering a 
TY SUPPORT 
• . . . . .  PROGRAM 
• start ing . 
SEPTEMBER 6,  988  ii!/ :i ii 
register, please contact: 
OCQUE BERTHIAUME ...... . !i!!i 
TERRACE CAMPUS 
I I 
:'": .... , i 
,7"  : " . .( 
t . - • 
ELECTRONICS PROGRAM . -  : 
Are you looking for an exciting and challenging career? Then ELECTRONiCS is ''/ 
the ticket for you. You can chart your future by enrolling in ElectrOnics training 
at Northwest Community College today and be part • of this expanding high,tech 
era. Join our graduates in industry and private business by enrolling today. 
It is with pridethat we offer the following courses this Fall: ,!/,~::~ ~:iJi: .: ,i:~ ~ 
• ~,: ..... • • Provincial Core 
"~ - "  :~::'" ~ Automotive/Heavy Duty Eleetr, 
Telecommunications Special1 
~'- .~. ~': ~"~.! :~~.- Video Systems 
FEES: $72.00 per month plus a $50.00 book/tool del 
applicable. 
/ ' f i  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T -  1 
Community 
;1 McConneil 
errace, B.C. 
635-6511 
Terrace Revie  
,d4 
CLASSIFIED 
NOTICE OF INTENT 
RE: LIQUOR CONTROL AND LICENSING ACT 
APPLICATION FOR "G" • 
(LICENSEERETAIL STORE) LICENCE 
It Is the intention of the undersigned to apply; pursuant 
to theprovislons of the Liquor Control and Licensing 
Act, to the General Manager, Liquor Control and  
Licensing Branch, Victoria, B.C., for a Licensee Retail 
Store on the premises situated at: 
Corner Lakelse Avenue and Emerson Street 
4620 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
INN OF THE WEST 
The above type of Iicence permits the sale of B.C. beer, 
wine, cider and coolers for off premises consumption 
between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 11:00 p.m. Monday 
to Saturday and 11:00 a.m. to 1i:00 p.m. on Sunday. 
Any additional expression of opinion on the proposal 
may be written to: 
General Manager 
Liquor Control and Licensing Branch 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, British Columbia 
V8V 1X4 
Written opinions must be received by September 2, 
1988 to be considered. 
8117¢ 
~ ermode Friendship Society 
3313 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
• Is holding a Special Membership Meeting 
August 25, 1988 , * 
: 7:00 p;m, 
Thepurpose  o f  this meeting is to fill two (2)board  
• director vacancies. 
8/24c 
Let us go 
to bat for 
you ,4 
: ,i.!. ~ 
Ask for the classifie  
weeks 
L~E ~QAt  
/=600 
{Imm¢ on 20 worn ~e) 
•. * 7¢mmr Revkw-- Wednesday, August 17, 1988 iln:-~":- 
25th wedding anniversary celebrated 
• Lena and Dave Penner celebrated their 25th anniversary 
last Saturday. Many out-of-town guests gathered in Terrace 
for the event. 
by Pam Whitaker 
Dave and Lena ~ Penner of 
Burns Lake, formerly of Ter- 
race, celebrated their 25th wed- 
ding anniversary at the Terrace 
Pentecostal reception room 
Saturday, August 13. 
An open house tea, prepared 
by their daughter and son-in- 
law, Carol and Jamie Laird of 
Terrace, began at 3:00 p.m. This 
was followed at 6:00 p.m. by a 
formal dinner and program at 
which over 30 friends and family 
gathered. There was singing, lots 
of jokes, the cutting of an an. 
niversary cake and many lovely 
gifts. 
The couple was married 
August 17, 1963. They met in 
Steinbach, Manitoba where 
Lena lived. "Dave said he came. 
out chasing girls," Lena quip- 
ped, "and he caught reel" Dave 
was from Morse, Saskatchewan. 
They moved to Terrace from 
Saskatchewan i August, 1972 
and resided here for eleven years 
before moving to Burns Lake. 
They have two children. Carol 
resides in Terrace, as well as Tim 
who will be attending Northwest 
Community College this fall. 
Out-of-town guests included 
John and Emmy Penner of 
Morse, Saskatchewan, Pete and 
Marie Penner from Saskatoon 
with their daughters Dawn and 
Janice, and Dick and Helen Pen- 
ner of Burns Lake and son Del. 
Dave Penner's sister and 
brother-in-law Tina and Ed 
Schmidt of Terrace were also in 
attendance. 
Your chance to get involved 
welcome to participate in the C, entre's ac- 
tivities and programs at no cost, unless other- 
wise specified. Terrace Youth Centre is 
located at 4634 Walsh Avenue. 
Every Monday evening It's Cdbbsge Night st 
Terrscevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in 
the community is Invited to drop in ands catch 
the action. / 
•4> 
Kermode Knit Wits, a club for all persons in- 
terested in furthering machine knitting. 
Regular monthly meetings will be held on the 
2rid Tuesday at noon and the 4th Thursday st 
7:30 p.m. For further Information call Audrey at 
638-1335, Jan at 635-7517 or Nancy at 635-5319. 
Everyone welcome. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre needs 
volunteers to assist our therapy and pro-school 
staff with individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tivities include: bike riding, swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more infor- 
mation contact Maureen or Monlque at 
635-9388 or 635-7557. 
The Terrace Tennis Club Invites tennis en- 
thusiasts to come and Join the funl Club nights 
are Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday from 6 p.m. 
to dusk starting April 24. For further info. 
phone Ada at 635.9695. 
The Terrace Youth Centre's hours are: Mon- 
~..days:-7 to 9 p.m. for ages 10 to 12; 
Wednesdays: Special Program Night from 7 to 
10 p.m. for ages 10 to 19 years; Fridays: 7 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. ages 13 to 19 years. All teens are 
Volatile chemicals 
multiple carcinogen • exposure, 
from so many sources, pinning 
the blame on any one pesticide 
will be most difficult, if not im- 
possibl~.. This is therefore the 
almost perfect crime, except for 
one thing, the magnitude of the 
numbers of carcinogens. No 
judge and jury would dismiss 
this amount of exposure as 
trivial. 
However, our record for 
bringing the big ones in for trial 
growth of resistence topesticides 
by pest species argues for an in- 
crease in the number of 
pesticides to deal with the prob- 
lent, if that route of control is 
not effectively replaced by alter- 
native methods. 
One cannot but wonder at 
what kind of milk future genera- 
tions of infants will be consum- 
Brazil - - cont inuedf rompage9 
" - - "  continued from page 7 
i ng  i f  the present  t rend con-  
t inues, and whether there exists 
the political will to do something 
meaningful about it. 
I believe strongly that strides 
will be made by those that 
become awareof what is in our 
environment, in mothers' milk, 
because it is, after all, a 
motherhood issue. 
is poor, and I don't expect much 
to be done about he poisonings 
that the above evidence implies. 
The problem is of course an 
international one because of the 
expor t and import of food 
items, and varying regulations. 
To eliminate these carcinogens 
• from mothers' milk will require• 
a coordinated effort on the part 
o f  citizens and governments 
amongst all trading partners. 
I t  will require banning car- 
cinogenic pesticides, and strict 
regulations to prevent their 
manufacture and use, and of 
course, the political will to do 
so. Italy has already registered 
lower levels, in mothers' milk, 
of conclusive animal car- 
Cinogens HCB, alpha-HCH, 
beta-HCH, lindane, DDE and 
DDT due to tougher Italian and 
European restrictions of 1982, 
so there is hope on the horizon. 
The struggle to bring in 
tougher legislation will be met 
with resistence by proponents of 
the chemical solution. They may 
argue that the exponential 
in f la t ion- r idden country.  
Michelle purchased a leather- 
painted wall decoration for $15. 
It would likely cost $100 or more 
in Canada. 
Experience-wise, the training 
and tournament, plus playing in 
a foreign country made up a 
marvelous summer for her. Both 
Michelle and Issy felt disap- 
pointed about missing another 
major trip. Issy felt they had as 
good a team as their tOp op- 
ponents. 
Issy saw Sac Paulo as very 
crowded. "You have to be really 
careful," Issy said. "You 
couldn't walkaround with any 
valuables because the crowding 
made it so easy to get ripped 
off." 
She said the city was swarm- 
ing with homeless people; 
As for the sports facilities, 
lssy said they were okay. "They 
weren't of great quality by any 
means." 
With the possibility of moving 
th~ age group up to 21 years, 
lssy could have another crack at 
the junior team. Meantime, 
she's back to Oregon State for 
another year on the varsity 
basketball team and continuance 
of studies in the health a.nd 
physical education program. 
The question of a national 
junior women's team next year 
is currently under discussion 
among top organizers of the 
sport in Ottawa. Michelle told us 
they're reviewing the program 
with budget cuts in mind, plus 
the possible age changes. She's 
eligible for at least one more 
year, but increases in age limits 
could give her two or more 
cracks at the national team. 
Finally, we asked about the 
food situation in Brazil. Would 
you believe they ate mostly 
beans, rice and chicken in their 
regular meals? Fresh fruit was 
limited to bananas and oranges 
to prevent possible stomach 
problems. Bottled water was 
also used, 
"A week of that type of eating 
was enough," said MicheUe. 
~i:i/(i,!~ ¸ •~:~i 
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Alcan to spend 
million for more 
Alcan's $660 million hydroelectric expansion 
announcedlast week wit provide additional po~ 
transmission etwork in tile Northwest and oft 
expand Alean's Kitimat smelter sometime in th 
to.Alcan's vice president, Bill Rich, the project' 
late 1994 and add about $20 megawatts to thei~ 
capacity of 896 megawatts. Rich added that 
financed without government grants or subsidi 
According to Rich, Mean has awarded contr 
engineering work to five B.C. firms: Envirocon 
Ltd., ]Kilborn Engineering (B.C.) Ltd., Klohn I 
Hydro Consultants. He said that the engineerit 
the elements of the project and will allow constr 
next spring on temporary facilities such as roads, bridges and con- 
struction camps. 
Work included in the project includes a new 16.kilometer long, 
S.25.metre diameter power tunnel parallel to the existing tunnel 
through the coastal mountains, a steel penstock from the tunnel to 
the powerhouse, a four-generator powerhouse and tailrace at 
Kemano, and 68 kilometers of additional transmission line from 
Kemano to Kitimat with sub-station and switching facilities at each 
end. 
In keeping with the Kemano Completion Project agreement, a
cold water release facility will be built to maintain traditional water 
temperatures in the Nechako River system and dredging of Tahtsa 
Narrows will be carried out to allow an unimpeded flow of water 
Aileen and Floyd Frank were marr ied  August  13, 1938. On Sunday  f r iends  and  re la t ives  jo in -  
ed  in wishing them a happy golden anniversary., 
.: " r Franks mark 50th ann ve sary 
by Pare Whltaker 
Relatives came from as far 
away as England to attcndthe 
family reunion and 50th wed- 
ding anniversary celebration Of 
long-time Terrace residents 
for spawning salmon. : Floyd and Arleen Frank, held on 
Rich said the project will develop an important generating source August  13 and 14. 
and at the same time create investment and jobs in B.C. He adds The couple were married on 
August 13, 1938. Aileen had left 
Victoria to teach school in the 
wilds of north western B.C. in 
that the project is a significant step toward additional aluminum 
smelting facilities in the Northwest but at the same time points out 
that any expansion of their present plant wm depend on "market 
and other conditions". 
Report from closed meeting 
provides-sketchy picture 
"The north will not be second 
place to Vancouver." This state- 
ment is contained in a report on 
the in-camera meeting held be- 
tween city council and Minister 
of State Terry Huberts on July 
26. According to the report, 
Huberts grew up in a "small 
town" and understands some of 
the attitudes that prevail. 
The report continues by say- 
ing the primary purpose of 
time relies on one-third govern- 
ment employees, one-third 
resource-based industries and 
one-th i rd  commerce and 
business, and the "spinoff fac- 
tor" from the rural resources 
was also an important factor. 
Huberts was asked what he 
was planning to do in the North 
Coast Region to which he 
replied he would be an 
"assistor" - -  the area raises the 
items, listed on the agenda as 
following the resource base 
discussion, were not included i/t 
the report. These items included 
a north coast ransportation im- 
provement package which ad- 
dresses highways, ferries, air- 
ports and forest roads; strength- 
ening our communities' eco- 
nomic bases and services; and 
the premier's report of July 6 
describing "initiatives to make 
1934,::~:not expecting that she 
would be spending most of her 
life here. Floyd. Frank changed 
all that. 
At the time of her arrival in 
Terrace, the Frank family own -
ed the homestead at Eby's lan- 
ding across from Skeena Saw- 
mill, from 1908 to 1965. The 
gracious farmhouse can be seen 
standing there yet, on its beauti- 
ful setting on a bend of the 
Skeena River. It was sold to Ted 
Hidber who is the present 
owner. 
The Frank brothers, Floyd 
and Ivan, had a flourishing 
dairy farm there during the years 
that Floyd and Aileen raised 
their four children. After its sale 
in 1965, Floyd missed working 
the land, and in 1967 purchased 
the Haudenschild place situated 
"at the other side of Rosswood" 
(north of Kalum Lake). 
He specialized in gt:owing seed 
potatoesl on that property in 
conjunction with UBC research. 
One strain, in fact, was lost by 
the university and Frank was 
able to replenish asupply of seed 
Eventually Floyd had to give 
up his beloved farming as -h i s  
eyesight was seriously failing, 
Once the Frank young ones 
were launched, Aileen chose to 
go back to teaching school. She 
did so from 1958 to 1979 and 
many Terrace residents can at- 
test to appreciating her as their 
teacher. Since her retirement she 
remains active in several com- 
munity organizations, including 
:the Old Age Pensioners: 
Organization and the Museum 
Society. 
The Frank family reunion was 
held on Saturday, August 13: 
Sunday, August 14 saw an op, 
portunity for friends to join in 
honoring the couple. 
As well as travelling from 
England, family also came from 
Calgary, Michigan, and points 
in southern B.C. Their eldest 
son James arrived from Prince 
Rupert, and son Norman lives ~in 
Terrace. Bob came from Port 
Coquit lam, and daughter 
Patricia White from Richmond. 
Many grandchildren also joined 
Huberts' trip was to meet the 
people and get a feel for the area 
and he will return in September 
or October "to deal with more 
specific issues and to consider 
the region in greater depth". 
The agenda included eight 
items. The first, involving a pro- 
posal to develop a resourse in- 
ventory map was apparently 
discussed in detail, but little in- 
formation is given in the report. 
A resource inventory map would 
include a list of the location and 
value of resources such as 
mining, forests, parkS, lands; 
agriculture, aquaculture, trans- 
portation and" population. 
Also discussed was the 
regional district's catalogue of 
employers, jobs, products and 
services which is currently being 
developed at Northwest Com- 
munity College. Council ex- 
plained the potential value of the 
catalogue in developing jobs by 
listing support and supply ser- 
vices that may be of interest o 
businesses considering the 
Northwest as a base of opera- 
tion. 
The concept of making the 
economy "recession-proof" was 
considered and according to the 
report, "This involves diversify- 
ing our economy so when 
resource prices drop, we have 
alternatives in today's tech- 
nological world," Mayor Jack 
Talstra explained to Huberts 
that Terrace is a regional center 
whose economy at the present 
initiatives and he would 
endeavor to "facilitate and 
help" in any way he could. 
He added he would be looking 
at the present structure of the 
development committee and if 
he found it to be "unwieldy" he 
would make the necessary 
changes. In the meantime he 
said, he would "continue to ex- 
amine the roles and respon- 
sibilities and activities of the 
region." 
Huberts was told that 
development in other areas, such 
as a container port in Prince 
Rupert, would benefit Terrace, 
and although there is "intense 
competition" within the i'egion, 
there is also cooperation where 
economic development is con- 
cerned. 
At the end of the' meeting; 
Huberts was told the settlement 
of Indian land claims had to be 
dealt with before any real 
economic planning could be 
seriously considered. Alderman 
Danny Sheridan later described 
their discussion with Huberts to 
the Terrace chapter of the 
N isga 'a  Tr ibal  Council .  
Sheridan said they told Huberts 
it was impossible to consider the 
location of any industrial 
development or plan any new 
highway construction until an 
agreement has been reached on 
the land claims issue. 
However, any discussion that 
was held at the in-camera 
meeting on three particular 
B.C. recession-proof", to them. in the happy occasion. 
Recommendations set for tax breaks. 
TERRACE - -  The Finance 
Committee of Terrace city coun- 
cil reviewed the tax exemption 
bylaw last Monday, and they 
have recommended to council 
that the now vacant building 
owned by Terrace and District 
Community Services be deleted 
from the bylaw and that the new 
Centennial Christian School and 
the Kermode Friendship Centre 
be added to the tax exempiton 
list. 
The committee recommended 
to council that a request from 
the Kermode Friendship Centre 
for a tax exemption should be 
accepted because, unlike other 
organizations in similar situa- 
tions, the center would be allow- 
ed to  retain funds from the 
Secretary of State and divert 
them elsewhere. Committee 
chairman Danny Sheridan ex- 
plained that most funding 
bodies allot funds for property 
taxes but reduce the level of 
funding if a tax exemption is 
granted. 
In the case of .the Centennial 
Christian School, it was noted 
that the council would be in- 
cluding the school property with 
their original land, making the 
two lots into one. It was also 
noted that theschool falls within 
the guidelines for exemptions as 
a private school. 
Terrace and District Com- 
munity Services lost the exemp- 
tion they had held on their pro- 
perty because they have now 
• moved into new premises in the 
basement of city hall and are 
leasing out their old building. It 
was explained that it will be the 
responsibility of Community 
Services to include the cost of 
taxes in the price Of the lease. 
Other properties included in 
the bylaw as being tax exempt 
are all churches located in the ci- 
ty, Mills Memorial Hospital, the 
Mills Memorial Women's Aux- 
illiary, Terraceview Lodge, Ter- 
race and District Chamber of 
Commerce, the Terrace Little 
Theatre Society, Three Rivers 
Workshop, the Terrace Child 
Development Centre and the 
Terrace Curling Association. 
According to the bylaw the 
curling club qualifies for tax ex- 
emption because it falls within a 
category described as "an 
athletic club or association or 
service club or association and 
the curling club during the off-. 
season and to use some Of their 
property as overflow parking for 
Riverside Park. 
A recent request for tax ex- 
emption by the Royal Canadian 
Legion was declined on the basis 
that no service clubs in the city 
are exempt and the Legion 
operates as a business.; 
Also, earlier this imonth,: 
council rejected requests for tax 
exemptions from the Terrace 
Day Care Association on Kalum 
St. and the Sunshine Family Day 
Care on Park Ave. According to 
a report, Terrace Day care is a 
non-profit organization •under. 
the Societies Act but doesn't 
qualify for an exemption under 
section 400 of the Municipal Act 
as it •relates to permissive tax ex- 
emptions, and the SUn'shine 
Family Day Care is assesscd-.by 
the B.C. Assessment Authority 
as a Class 6 Business. The:C0m, 
J . , . .  
mittee suggests the property 
owner should approach that 
body with regard to having the 
used principally as a public park property assessed as residential 
or recreation groun d or fo r  in : conjunction with b.usiness 
public athletic "or recreational: fuse . . .  . . . . . . .  
purp6ses~".According to city ad- ,' : Sheridan explained that Ter- 
ministrator Bob Hallsor, the ex- race Day Care would only lose a 
emption was granted several 
years ago when the club was in 
financial difficulty, and in turn 
an agreement was made to use 
portion of their funding if they 
were granted an exemption and 
both the day care and the city 
would lose money, 
